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By Lyn Varn
News Writer
11 is 3 am s,owl
'
v a man circles
tne dorm. Walking across the
Q
ark grass, he reaches up to a
Partially
opened ground-floor winUow
and pushes it up,
Carefully, he climbs through
n
e vvindow into the darkened
jounge. Making his wav through
jne blackness, he bumps into a
na
n\ He stops, wondering who

H,

might have heard. But there is no
security guard in the building to
hear him.
Reaching the door, he glances
down an empty hall. He quietly
slips down the hall. The first door
he comes to is unlocked, so he
pushes it open.
Inside, a coed turns over in her
bed. sleepily wondering what the
noise next door was. She drifts
back to sleep, but is suddenly
awakened by a movement of her

Trying to pull herself out of a
dream, she begins to realize that
the form she sees is that of a man
beside her bed. She screams.
This incident could have several
endings.
Several weeks ago, it ended in
tragedy for two girls at Florida
State University. An intruder carrying a rough, sawed-off log as a
weapon murdered two girls as'
they sleDt. He also assaulted three

others: two remain in critical condition.
But this incident ended differently at Clemson last
semester. The intruder, under the
exact same conditions, turned and
fled. Later he was caught, plead
guilty to criminal charges stemming from the incident, and was
given a probated sentence.
Today he is back on campus.
. But it could have turned out

1
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Forum blasts government regulations
He declared that restrictions on the
prices of oil and natural gas help two
groups: foreign producers, who get five
times the U.S.'s regulated price for their
oil, and domestic producers of other forms
of energy, such as the coal industry.
"What could be more stimulating to the
coal industry than legislation which
restricts competition?" Hite queried.
The seldom-considered topic of the effect of delay costs on new capital projects
was the topic of assistant professor Mike
Maloney. Delay costs occur when a facility
such as a power plant has been built but
cannot begin operating until the construction has been approved by regulatory
bodies.

By Bob Carlson
News Writer
"It's not a question of whether or not to
regulate, but whether government or free
enterprise can better regulate," was
moderator Russell Shannon's explanation
of the purpose of the forum on economic
regulation held Jan. 26 in Daniel
Auditorium.
In- his introductory remarks to the
forum, presented by Clemson's economics
department and whose seven members
were all members of the department,
Shannon made several statements on the
effects of regulation, then turned to his colleagues for empirical support of his positions.
"Many people argue that the purpose of
regulation is to help the consumer, to act
as a buffer of protection against the wealth
of industry," explained the moderator.
But, Shannon asserted, no such effect
has been achieved by these tools to "control the greedy and help the needy.
Government regulation tends to better
help producers; consumers are harmed by
it," he claimed.
Dennis Placone, a visiting lecturer in the
department, elaborated on the. effects of
banking regulation.
Placone agreed with Shannon that
regulations were begun with the intent of
helping the consumer: "Banking regulations grew out of the great bank collapses
of the depression. The stated purpose of
the regulations is to protect depositors'
money."
Banking regulations, however, have now
grown into a maze of confusion. In addition
to the Federal Reserve Bank, each state
has its own chartering agency. After studying the regulations of those entities,
bankers must then consult justice department guidelines before deciding how to
best serve depositors, explained Placone.
Placone closed his remarks with a
report on New England's experiments
with negotiable orders of withdrawal
(NOW) accounts. These are, in effect,
checking accounts which pay interest.
According to Placone, the Federal
Reserve, which does not permit NOW accounts in its member banks, has had a
seven per cent decline in membership in
New England since state chartering agencies there began permitting the NOW accounts. "This raises a difficult question on
control of the money supply," concluded
Placone.
"Clearly, we have come not to praise
regulation," began Walt Schubert, "but to
bury it. Most regulations benefit the few to
the detriment of the many."

Photo by Hatfield

SPEAKING AT THE Economics Forum held last week were, left to right, Walt Shubert,
Joe Prinzinger, Russell Shannon and Arnold Hite.
Schubert then tried to elucidate the
views businessmen have toward regulations.
Most people think of regulations and the
business community as two worlds at war
with each other. Schubert argued the opposite. "Businessmen are against regulation when it harms profits, for it when it
helps the profit position," he declared.
Saying that he was going to "let business
action speak for itself," Schubert listed
steel, textiles, shoes, automobiles, and
other American industries which are currently demanding import quotas to limit
competition from foreign producers.
"Businessmen view regulations a little bit
differently (than most people think),"
charged Schubert.
The Food and Drug Administration,
which was born in 1962 after the
thalidomide episode, was the topic of Joe
Prinzinger's presentation.
Prinzinger said that the 1950's was "the
golden age of therapeutic drugs," an age
which ended around 1962. He maintained
that the cause of the decline in new drug in■ troductions is FDA regulations "which
pursue safety only, with no attempt to
determine effectiveness."
To the FDA's assertion that all easy
drug discoveries were made in the 1950's,
Prinzinger replied, "Isn't it amazing that
all easy medical discoveries were made
before the 1962 law?

"Penicillin and aspirin;" he continued,
"would not have been allowed to be sold in
the market if they had been discovered
after 1962."
The FDA's "safety-only" rules have
pushed the cost of new drugs "sky-high,"
noted Prinzinger. "Drug companies can no
longer afford to look for cures to diseases
which affect only a few people."
Arnold Hite, speaking on the currently
volatile topic of oil and natural gas pricing,
reported that in 1917 there were only 27
years of energy reserves available, according to government estimates at the
time. In 1920, this had shrunk to four years,
yet in 1940 there were still six years of
reported reserves left.
Such figures are inaccurate because
they do not take into account the effects of
technology and prices, said Hite.
Technology has increased the depth of
oil wells from their original floor of 35 feet
to their current depth of 30,000 feet. "Who
knows that we may not one day be able to
drill wells 60,000 feet?" asked Hite.
Hite also argued that keeping prices low
might make fuel cheap, but only to those
who can get it. "What is the cost of fuel
that we can't buy?" he asked. He said it
would be better to have everyone supplied
with an adequate amount of heat at a
higher price, rather than have some
homes go unheated with prices at their
current level, as happened last winter.

Now

According to Maloney, delay costs are
not incorporated into the costs estimates of
new constructions, and there is an incentive for regulators to impose delays in
their operation.
Maloney and his colleagues have been
studying the effects of delay costs on
nuclear power plants under a grant from
Clemson's water resources engineering
department.
Reporting the results of the research, he
said, "Estimated unanticipated delay
costs for nuclear plants were $6.3 million
for each of 31 plants surveyed. A onemonth delay results in a .8 per cent per
month increase in cost early in the project,
and a 1.1 per cent increase per month if
delay occurs later on in the project."
Explaining that these costs are large
enough to curtail construction of new projects, Maloney commented, "One per cent
per month is no meager sum when many
nuclear plants cost $100 million."
Bringing the forum to its logical conclusion, Bob McCormick spoke on
"Regulating the Regulators."
McCormick explained that most regulations are born when a small group sees
that it could gain through regulation. "Its
(the group's).ability to join forces makes it
easier to persuade legislators and
regulators," he said.
"The cost of all these regulations is a few
dollars per person, and it's not worth our
time to do anything about it," he continued. "That's why these regulations are
being shoved down our throats."
McCormick's solution is one currently
followed in Tennessee: legislators are
given a base pay which is raised or
lowered automatically, according to the
yearly change in the state's per capita income.
"Maybe this would put an end to these
humorous, ridiculous, and wasteful
regulations," he mused. "We've trained
rats to respond to incentives; why not
politicians?"
The economics department has held
forums in the past on inflation, recession,
energy, and economic recovery and plans
to hold another Feb. 9 on labor economics,
A forum on international economics is tentatively planned for April.
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Stadium work to start
after weeks of delays
By Steve Matthews
Managing Editor
A plan has been approved to reinforce
the weak foundation of Clemson Memorial
Stadium. Construction, halted in
December, is expected to begin within five
weeks.
The plan involves pouring reinforced
concrete into the ground in "bell casons"
to support the stadium foundation. Reinforced concrete sheerwalls will also be added to insure support for the entire structure, according to Melvin Barnette, vice
president for business and finance.
"The basic problem has been solved "
Barnette said.
The university is presently negotiating
contract changes with Gilbert Engineering
Co. of Statesville, N. C, the contractor for
the 10,000-seat expansion.
The company will draw new design
plans and determine new specifications for
the project before beginning work again

Work had continued on the stadium since
the start of fall semester, but was halted
when it was learned that part of the ground
being built on was structurally unfit. Apparently, the foundation was once part of a
landfill site.
"We were fortunate to have come to a
solution in this short a time," Barnette
said.
Consulting the university on the decision
were Freeman, Wells and Major, a Greenville architectural firm, and Enwright
Associates, a Greenville engineering firm
Athletic Director Bill McLellan said
work was still planned to be completed by
the beginning of the 1978 football season, in
September.
And McLellan said the 10,000-seat expansion should be finished "at least" by the
Clemson-South Carolina game, always a
sellout.
Plans for stadium expansion have been
considered for more than a decade. Only
since 1976 had the need for more seats
become apparent.
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(Continued from page 1)
very djf.
ferently. And so could any of the many
other security violations that occur here.
Annually, incident upon incident is
reported to the security department
Doors that are supposedly locked are
found jammed open. Ground-floor windows are left open. Unescorted males
wander past empty desks into dorm living
quarters.
So far, no one has been injured by an intruder into a dorm. But almost everyone
admits that it could happen.
"Sure, something like the Florida State
thing could happen anywhere," says Chie
of Security Jack Weeden. "But we do our
best to make sure that it doesn't with what
we have.
"At night we have four foot-patrolmen
on campus. Added to that are two patrol
cars on duty," added Weeden. "But even
then, you can't be guaranteed that
something like that won't happen."
But Weeden himself is not responsible
for the nightwatchmen in the dorms. They
are under the supervision of the housing office, and according to Housing Director
Manning Lomax, are "doing a good job."
These watchmen, who are stationed at
various girls' dorms, "keep an eye out" all
the time, says Lomax. "But because of the
limited number, we can't have one in all
the dorms."
In the case of Young Benet, and Cope
Halls, only one security guard is on duty
nightly. The graduate supervisor for
Young Hall, Kathy Nagel, commented, "If
anything goes on in one of the buildings
like between the three shoeboxes in front,'
there's only one security man and he stays
in Young. If a window's broken in another
dorm, unless one of the residents hears it
or whether she sleeps through it or what
nobody knows. There's no alarm system."'
Lomax agrees with Nagel. "Yes, the
guards could miss something, but they
usually have another guard rechecking
everything such as doors and windows."
Such a situation apparently exists in the
"shoeboxes," where one guard checks
behind the other. "The system seems to be
working pretty good right now,'' he added.
Lomax also echoed the sentiment of
nearly all those involved with campus
security: "The girls are the most important factor. They've got to be the ones to
help themselves.
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"The best security in the world would be
every girl's being as careful as can be "
said Lomax. "But sometimes they aren't
"They just don't seem to realize that when
they leave a door propped open for a
friend, anyone can use it."
Many others involved in campus security noted the responsibility of the coeds to
help themselves.
Mrs. Cleo Duncan, head resident of
Brynes Hall, viewed dorm security as a
responsibility of the coeds as well as that
of the guards and night clerks. "We just do
the best we can and watch out the best we
can. It's mostly up to the girls. If they see
anything that isn't right, they should
report it. And a lot of them do."
"Absolutely," said Susan Delony
associate dean of students. "We're doing
all that we can. If the girls don't help ■
themselves, we can't do anything more."
Delony also noted that all resident
assistants have been asked to help the girls
better protect themselves. Graduate
supervisors and resident assistants have
advised the girls of various safeguards,
such as the locking of doors and windows
at night.
However, such advice is not always
taken, as Lucy Riddick of Smith Hall explained. "I have recommended that a lot of
them (the coeds) start locking their doors.
A lot of them still don't and probably never
will."
But according to some other resident
assistants, some coeds have changed since
the attack on the Florida State students.
"They've become more conscious of
things," said Cynthia Esson of Bennet
Hall. "We're all going to be more careful."
Security guards also report a drop in the
number of jammed doors since the attack
"My officers tell me that the girls are being more careful," said Weeden. "But
we'll still be on the lookout for
everything."
"Taking all things into consideration,"
said Lomax, "I feel good about security in
the women's residence halls. But, of
course, it could still be improved on in
some areas, such as the lighting situation."
One coed summed up most of the feelings here at Clemson: "I feel pretty safe
here. I wouldn't live here if I thought
something like that (Florida State incident) could happen. I couldn't sleep at
night."
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It could very
well happen here
"It could never happen here."
Those words have been heard many times in many
places. If one could have dropped in on a conversation
at the Chi Omega house at Florida State University a
month ago and mentioned that a murder might take
place there, one probably would have heard the same
words.
Yet a man intent on killing entered the house
through an unlocked side door and brutally beat two
young girls to death while they slept. No one ever
thought it would happen, but it did.
Many in Clemson never thought anything of that
magnitude could happen here, either. Those people
were rudely awakened to reality last September when
two of our own students were attacked and beaten in
their off-campus apartment. Again, no one ever
thought it could happen here.
But it did, and it could happen again. We don't live
in an isolated environment. The same kind of crime
and sickness that has spread through many of our
cities is now reaching out to the more rural areas,
such as Clemson.
And Clemson can only be immune through its own
resistance.
It's time that we quit thinking "It couldn't happen,"
and start thinking, "Let's keep it from happening."
The lack of security in the girls' dormitories is going to cause a major problem sometime in the future
if nothing is done about it. There can be no two ways
about it. It's just a matter of time.
Over and over, small incidents have been reported.
Doors are propped open for a girl who has gone for a
short ride and will "be back in a few minutes." Windows are left open because the heat from uncontrolled
heaters becomes unbearable. Room doors are left
open at night because it's "just friends on the hall."
But, in at least several instances, others have made
use of propped-open doors and windows ajar.
Two coeds in the shoeboxes awoke to find a male in
their room last fall. Another met a male student in the
hall as she returned from the shower. Many other
cases of surprise visits by males have been reported
through the years. One day, one of the visits is bound
to end in tragedy.
There should be a security guard in every women's
dormitory for the entire night. This doesn't mean one
guard who patrols every girls' dorm. Taking a risk
that trouble will happen only while he is there is too
much of a gamble. This means a separate guard for
each dorm.
But this will get no support from the administration
until something happens that "warrants" it. And until
that one girl is assaulted, Clemson coeds should take
security improvements into their own hands.
Think about who can go in that propped-open door.
Think about who could crawl through the cracked
window. Think that it may not be you who pays, but
some other girl who just happens to be in the way of
whomever decides to come in.
Another idea that could help improve security
would be 24-hour visitation. This would make a 24hour desk guard mandatory and would also encourage girls to take security precautions within their
dorms. Escorted male students, who are probably the
least of the coeds' worries, would be allowed in with
their guests 24 hours a day.
Everyone realizes that we have problems with the
security situations. Most people just hope that it
doesn't cause a major problem. But in all likelihood it
will if things don't change.
If some action is taken soon, perhaps, another college newspaper won't be writing a warning about an
attack on a Clemson coed.
It could very well happen here.

"Don't worry about it! Hell, ifs only the student section!"

Utters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type letters, triple-spaced
on a 65-space line.
All letters, 200 words or
shorter, will be published after
unquestionably routine editing
(for grammatical and spelling errors), except in those cases in
which a letter is blatantly
obscene or potentially libelous.
In these special cases, if a majority vote of the Editorial Board
of the Tiger deems it necessary, a
letter will be withheld in part or
in full.
Authors of letters should sign
their letters, with their address
and phone number included. In
cases in which a letter has been
composed by more than one person, all authors should be listed,
with their addresses and phone
numbers.

What's Your
Viewpoint?
Write to

the
tiger

footnotes
"/ think visitation itself has broken security
down."—Dean Susan G. Deloney, when questioned
about the security on campus.
"When I first went to Congress in 1946, Clemson
really was a cow college."—Bryan Dorn, candidate
for governor.
"When you go outside, when you're out walking for
any length of time, as your eyes get accustomed to it,
you can see fairly well."— Chief Jack Weeden, about
the lighting problems at Clemson.
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viewpoint
Federal regulations cause loss of potential
/

By Bob Carlson
News Writer
The economics department's analysis of
the effect of economic regulation by the
government last week was a welcome addition to the discussion of an issue which
has become quite prominent and heated
recently.

'

areas being regulated.
An article in the Oct. 18, 1976 issue of

==szMts==^an

suUcShnstudyWeek reP°rted the reSUltS 0f 0ne
The study found tnat the ]arger the ^^
of the government, the smaller is the
growth of the economy. Hence, the smaller
is the number of new jobs created for an
ever-growing labor market.

The crux of the arguments from all sides
has been that the current regulatory structure must be changed: conservatives
favor reduction while liberals stress
reorganization and redirection. Both major candidates in the 1976 presidential election campaign promised limits to the
regulatory agencies, with the eventual
winner pledging a significant reduction
and reorganization.
?*CLerltly the 0ccuPa"onal Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA), a bane to
large and small businesses alike, dropped
over 1100 guidelines from its ratebooks.
OSHA promised that businessmen will no
longer be fined for having improperly sized toilet seats or for having fire extinguishers which are too far off the
ground.

R
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The economics department showed last
week that, at least in the areas discussed
government regulations have succeeded in
compounding the plight of those who were
ostensib y to gain from the enforcement of
the regulations.
The faculty members who participated

!?rA

m last week snowe

£™

d that the

* DA inhibits the discovery of new drugs

.

In its examination of Western industrialized nations, the researchers found
that' overall growth is lowest in countries
where the government sector is the
largest" and "the toll has been massive cutting attainable growth rates by as
much as one-third in the past 15 years.

0e?nc-z&s

1998,1999, 2000! Yeah-that makes two scoops.
thus hurting the sick; that the maze of
federal banking regulations confuse the
bankers and use up many man-hours
which raises costs to the consumers; that

regulations that help them; in short, that,
those who are supposed to be helped by the
regulations are actually being hurt, and
vice versa.

the attempt to save consumers' money by
putting a lid on gas prices results in
healthier bank accounts but colder homesthat businessmen lobby for the creation of

One aspect not discussed was the effect
of regulation on parts of the economy
which are seemingly unrelated to the

The researchers also reported that
growth was cut short the most - not by
transfer payments (Social Security
welfare, food stamps) - but by providing
goods and by hiring employes (defense
highway construction, staffing
bureaucracies).
So the money paid out to agents whom
we charge with enforcing the volumes of
federal regulations is depleting the supply
of funds available for businesses to borrow
from to invest and expand their facilities
or create new ones. This loss of GNP
growth would be well and good if there
were an adequate trade-off, if we gained
something from regulation, but we don't
We lose the potential for new jobs, and we
lose when the regulations are enforced So
why are we engulfed in all these regula-

II

J letters
CDCC

Outlaws in concert. The show was
dynamite but only 300 people
came. Everyone I spoke to said
the problem was the price:
"CDCC is trying to rip us off."
Well, there is a simple answer. If
you want a primo band, you have
to pay a primo price. Music is
I would like to start off by saymoney and that's all there is to it.
ing I have no ill feelings about
Tillman could seat 1500 people
your article on the CDCC. If I
if we hung them from the rafters.
We sell only 1200 seats to try and
were on the outside (not a CDCC
keep it reasonable. The Outlaws'
member), I wouldn't give them
the sweat off my
. I think
price tag was $7,500 including
even less about some of the peolights, sound and expenses. If we
sold out, that would mean 1200
ple in the music industry I have
seats at $4.50. Figure it out for
the "pleasure" to work with. At
yourself and you can see our proClemson, the CDCC has to repreblem. Due to this loss, we liad to
sent these "people," and
cancel Little Feat in February
therefore, shoulder the blame for
because we didn't have the
their incompetency. This promoney to pay them.
blem is building an everOn top of that, Clemson has one
increasing bad reputation for the
CDCC.
of the smallest budgets for entertainment. Our budget was
Personally, I don't care what
$18,000+ for fall and spring
someone thinks about me or I
wouldn't stay in this organizasemesters. Fleetwood Mac's
price is $30,000 plus $5,000 to
tion. What I do care about is the
$6,000 for sound.
music situation at Clemson.
This bad reputation is also hurFewer and fewer people are comting us from within. I have only
ing to our events because they sit
about 20 people on my staff, all
back and say, "Ah, the CDCC is
going to screw it again. Why
volunteers. They work their tails
should I waste my time?"
off trying to get some entertainment together for the students
The effects of this just worsen
and only get ridiculed for the efthe situation. Fewer people comfort. Nobody wants to be part of a
ing to shows means more money
lost per show. This means less
"shabby" organization.
Everybody bitches, but nobody
shows per semester. The less
does anything about.
money, the lower the quality and
the higher the hassle. (Crack the
Do something about it. Please!
sky would have gotten $600 if they
Come to our meetings
nad played.) I you want to know
Wednesdays at 7:30 in Edgar's.
what really went on and why, I'll
Everybody is welcome to join at
any time. There are no dues, no
oe glad to talk to anyone about it.
expenses. We just want your help
Last semester, we had The
and ideas. Find out what the pro-

responds
to editorial

blems really are. We are supposed to be making this a better
place for the students. Let's try
working together.
Ric Sutterlin
Chairman
CDCC

Union needs
positive image
Last week's article about the
"Crack the Sky" concert and
movie has the potential of causing a great injustice to all Clemson students. A simple explanation of the facts concerning the
cancellation is printed in the
"Union Spotlight" elsewhere in
this issue. This letter is not concerned with the concert, but with
a larger problem.
Essentially, a group of students
was criticized which was not at
fault. The power of suggestion
brought about by such articles is
sometimes unintentional, yet pervasive and long-lasting. The
reader is led to believe that the
Central Dance Concert Committee of the University Union has a
bad reputation, and a history of
shabby operation.
It is true that some concerts in
previous years sponsored by the
former Central Dance Association failed for various reasons.
But the writer of the article has
transposed those problems to a
different organization. In fact
the new CDC Committee should
have more of a heritage from the
Union's former Contemporary
Entertainment Committee
(CEC), which has enjoyed a
.
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rather favorable reputation.
The University Union depends
entirely on volunteer students to
plan, organize and carry out its
programs. Over the past five
years, a handful of these
volunteers has devoted many
hours of work, enabling fellow
students to get something special
out of Clemson life. If it weren't
for these unselfish people, many
activities', which are often taken
for granted, would not take place.
Few people realize the
frustrating hours of meetings, the
months of planning, the late-night
loading of heavy equipment, the
mopping of floors—even the occasional abuse sustained by these
special students.
The Union needs a positive image to recruit more of these people who, in turn, can produce
more and better programs for the
university. Articles like the one
last week only set us back in our
efforts to improve university life.
We are not asking that you
avoid printing bad news—only
that you ensure the facts before
hurting innocent people and
damaging reputations. We need
your support and the support of
all Clemson students to make a

great university greater.
Arthur B.Hartzog
Program Director

Watch where
you park
My car was destroyed by a tree
which fell on it during the storm
Wednesday night, Jan. 25. I was
watching the basketball game,
and the car was parked below
Jervey. An unfortunate accident
certainly. Yet it could have been
avoided — the tree which fell was
thoroughly rotten, and riddled
with termite tunnels. Surely it is
the responsibility of Clemson
University to maintain its public
grounds for the safety of those
who use them! I feel lucky that
only the car was destroyed — I
could have been inside it, and
been killed.
Other dead trees and limbs are
still in dangerous positions
around campus. And Clemson
University's "many insurance
policies" do not include coverage
for "such accidents," I was told
Watch where you park and walk!
Susan J. Noyes

We're Still Looking.
The Tiger still needs people
to write, draw, shoot pictures,
and do various other things.

K
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Brian O'Leary tells
plans for space habitat

n r

Photo by Brendel

SPEAKING AT TILLMAN, Brian O'Leary predicted that man wUl someday live in
outer space.
.

Council elects officers
The Student Alumni Council elected new
officers Monday night to serve for the 78-79
academic year. Elected as president was
Keith Hutto. Hutto, a junior from Columbia, will work closely with newly elected
vice-president Alan Groseclose.
Also elected was a new secretary, Lee
McManus. McManus, a sophomore from
Cornelia, Ga., is serving in her first year
on the council. Teddy Lesesne, a junior
from Mt. Pleasant, was elected as Public
Relations Officer.
In other action Monday night, the Alumni Council passed a resolution calling for
senior women's rings to be inscribed with
'Clemson University'. It was noted that the
present rings have no denotation of Clemson on them. The resolution, according to
incumbent President Dwight Frierson,

will be passed on to the student senate for
further action.
The council also voted to impliment an
expanded membership plan whereby each
class at Clemson will have a representative group. The group will elect a chairman who will be a voting member of the
council. According to Frierson, the groups
will help develop "class unity" among
themselves.
The expanded membership plan, with a
few more details to be worked out, will be
presented to the student senate soon, said
Frierson.
Two new members were elected at Monday night's meeting. David McGrew, a
sophomore from Raleigh was elected as a
district representative. Michelle Buddin, a
freshman from Clover, was elected to fill
an at-large position.

Dr. Brian O'Leary, physicist and former
astronaut, spoke to a small audience
Wednesday night at Tillman Hall. O'Leary
directed his comments at the future of the
space program.
O'Leary outlined plans for space
habitats. "By 1990 it is conceivable that
space settlements of one mile in circumference, housing about 10,000 people,
will exist." He added that "human civilization need not stay on earth."
According to current plans, the project,
which would cost about $4-5 billion per
year for 12 years, would be carried out in a
number of steps. These would culminate in
permanent human settlements in orbit
around the earth and even "large manned
ships which could visit other planets."
The space shuttle, scheduled for service
in the early 80's, is the first step towards
realization of the plan. The shuttle would
be used to carry equipment and materials
for implementation of mining on the moon
and on nearby asteroids.
O'Leary explained that the shuttle could
"launch 1500 tons of material per year."
The importance of the shuttle to overall
plans has resulted in the major portion of
NASA's budget being spent on the development of it.
Once mined, ore would be carried to extraction facilities in space. These purification plants would also be built from
materials brought up by the space shuttle.
The advantage of mining and extraction
in space would result in a savings of 20 per
cent in energy because of differences in
gravity. Energy would be supplied by
solar power.

The construction phase of the project
would take place on earth as well as in
space, with superstructure and solar collectors being fabricated in space, while
smaller parts .requiring more accuracy
would be milled on earth.
Another project under development is
the transfer of solar energy to earth from
satellite collectors. The energy would be
taken in by the satellite, which would then
transform it into microwaves. These could
then be beamed down to receivers on the
surface of the earth.
O'Leary expounded upon the benefits of
this system: "The overall efficiency of
microwaves is very high. There is very little heat loss associated with the transfer of
these waves. Also, there are no horrible
environmental problems like those
associated with nuclear and fossil fuels."
O'Leary also discussed life on other
planets and in other solar systems. "From
the Viking data, the limits to life on Mars
are very low. The case of Mars remains
open, but it's not a particularly optimistic
case. Possibilities of life on Mars, though,
should not be foreclosed.
"There are 100 billion stars in our galaxy
and billions of galaxies. We don't really
know what's out there. We do know there
are planets circling some of the nearby
stars. It's quite likely that there are earthlike planets. Whether there are total
civilizations on some of those planets is up
to speculation. I'd be surprised if there are
not any inhabitants on other planets.
"For the past few years planetary exploration has been on the wane. The Viking, Pioneer, Mariner, and Voyager are
the results of instruments made five to 10
years ago."

TONIGHT

All Day Banking

LIVE ON STAGE!

'South Carolina National
Member FOtC

A two hour's full stage production with
tons of elaborate equipment for a series of
the most baffling special effects ever conceived in the minds of men.

FOR EVERYTHING YOU NEED
IN TIRES, RADIALS, BELTED,
4-PLY POLY, RETREADS AND
REAL BARGAIN TRADE INS.
ALSO FRONT END ALIGNMENT, WHEEL BALANCING,
AND BRAKE WORK. SEE DON
ORJC AT

DON'S TIRES. INC.
103 N. Clemson Ave.
Clemson, S.C. 29631
Phone 654-5072

WHERE YOUR MONEY WILL
BUY MORE, THE SERVICE IS
EXPERT, AND THE CONVENl ENCE CAN'T BE MATCHED.

r

WHAT A MOUTHFUL OF FUN!

KMlRIMOf

>fl

ANDRE KOLE EXPOSES
FOR THE FIRST TIME
THE TRUTH BEHIND
TRANSCENDENTAL
DEMATERIALIZATION
THE BERMUDA
TRIANGLE MYSTERY
THE OCCULT
PSYCHIC SURGERY
COMMUNICATION
WITH THE DEAD

Andre Kole has performed in 68 countries
on five continents to more than 70 million
people. This baffling, entertaining,
challenging and inspirational program has
been witnessed by more college and university students throughout the world than
any other program in history. Don't miss It!
Get your tickets now.

WORLD OF ILLUSION
Don't miss it! Get your tickets now.

And a small price to pay for so much fun!
No Limit!!
^ ^k j^ J^
Offer good through Feb. 9th, 1978
nr%F&\>
University Square Mall
Clemson, S.C.
654-3360
***>
- - ■«••«<

Tickets $2.00 In advance; $2.50 at the door Feb. 9,7:30 pm In Tillman Hall
co-sponsored by the Interfraternlty Council, Student Union, and the Campus
Crusade for Christ
An outstanding performance. Buy your tickets today .Tickets will be sold
at the Student Union information desk, in Harcombe and Schilletter, and
at Lynch's Drug Store.

Liberal Arts Lecture Series changes format

By
Dora Bridges
ByDoraBridges
News Writer
Dr. 0. B. Hardison, director of the
Folger Shakespeare Library in
Washington, D.C., will be presenting three
lectures during the Liberal Arts Series
Feb. 12-17.
This year, the series has a new format.
In the past, the speakers lectured
throughout the two semesters. This
semester, though, the series will be
presented in one week.
Dr. Hallman Bryant, chairman of the
lecture series committee, said, "I think
the series will have more impact on
students and faculty alike if it is concentrated into one period like this."
One highly qualified lecturer will present lectures on a ^pic of current 'tvterest.
The theme of the series this year is
"Trends in Contemporary Culture."

H.^W. first
«-*,lecture
__.is Monday, Feb.
Hardison's
13, at 4:30 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium. He
will speak on "Culture and Science." The
second lecture will be "The Culture of

"I think the series will have
more impact on students and
faculty alike if it is concentrated
into one period like this."
—Bryant
Science," and will be presented Feb. 15 at
8 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium. Hardison's
final lecture will be Feb. 16 at 8 p m in
Room 200, Hardin Hall. The title is "The
Poetry of Nothing."
Hardison will also be meeting with
classes during his stay at Clemson. In ad-

°
dition, he wili have an office in 607 Strode
Tower where students and faculty may
speak with him. According to Bryant,

"Many requests for his time have been
made by teachers in liberal arts. As many
as possible will be accommodated."
Hardison received his Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin is 1956. Since then
he has taught at the University of Tennessee, Princeton and the University of
North Carolina, tfurle at Chapel hih Hardison was selected as one of the 10 great
teachers at American colleges by Time
magazine.
Hardison is also the author of several
books. His areas of scholarship are
criticism, Medieval and Renaissance
periods, contemporary culture, films
creative writing, philosophy, rhetoric and
comparative literature.

PREPARE FOR 7^
MCAT • DAT - LSAT - GRE
GMAT - OCAT • VAT - SAT
ECFMG-FLEX-VQE

Flexible Programs & Hours
r
*'*'-« MX a «f </y«r-«r«<r*.''.'

Parents Complain
Because You Don't
Write Home ?
Keep Them Happy
Send The Tiger
Call 656-2150

SPREE

NMB I.E,III,
NATL DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS

Bryant said, "We want everyone to know
that the Liberal Arts Lecture Series is
alive and well. In the past we have had a
problem in getting student and staff support." He said he hopes the new format
will remedy the situation.
All lectures are free, and the public is invited.

j:

Cataloochee

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
_Test' PreparationP|eas«
Come Visit Our Cenrw
Spec la lists Since J938

For Information Please Call2964 Petachtree Rd.
Suite 654
Atlanta, Ga. 3030S
262-7582
For Locations In Other Cities CallTOLL FREE: 800-223-1 782

4i

Cenreis ,„ Ma,or US C .ties
loionto Pu-,to H,co ana l„H„. Sw, i,.r ,and

•Pi'
Take the coupon with you to Cataloochee Ski Area
and ski all day, any weekday, for only $ 10\
Enjoy the free, open feeling of uncrowded skiing
at this special rate, on weekdays at Cataloochee
in Maggie Valley, NC. Cataloochee isn't a resort'
— it's an unspoiled, natural ski area, with the
greatest slopes in the Smokies. Four lifts (T-bar,
chair, and rope), plus the best up-to-date
equipment if you don't bring your own
Cataloochee has different slopes for
everybody, from beginner to expert,
and a snowmaking system along
with continuous grooming provide
the finest conditions possible.
Try the fabulous High Meadow,
when there's natural snow —
there's nothing like it!

Need some Elbow Room?
Loose Ladies'Night Weds.

15* Draft
No Guys Until 9:00 PM

Party we do,
with plenty of room!

h ■

Equipment
Rental

Area & Lift Ticket
This coupon good for special $4 equipment and
$6 lift rates, when presented at Cataloochee Ski Area
any weekday, in the 1977-78 season.
This coupon must be presented for special rates.
Valid for one person only.
For ski conditions call (704) 926-1401.

I
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SLBI announces black history week
By Susie Pringle
News Writer
The annual observance of Black History
Week will take place at Clemson during
the week of Feb. 5-11. "The Student
League for Black Identity is sponsoring
several activities during the week to which
all Clemson students are cordially invited," stated SLBI president Thomas
Dawkins.
Gospel Night will be held in Tillman
Auditorium Sunday night at 7. Local
groups including the Carolina Echoes, the
Interdenominational Group of Greenville,
the Ebenezer Youth Choir of Seneca, and
the Shady Grove Young Adult Choir from
Pelzer will perform various forms of
gospel music.
A historical presentation featuring a
film and slide show is scheduled for Monday night in Room 200 Hardin Hall, according to Sharon Marshall, program
coordinator for the event.
The following night, Tuesday,
"Awareness" will be the topic for a panel
discussion which will also take place in 200
Hardin Hall. The panel members will include Bennie Cunningham, former student
of Clemson who now plays pro football for
the Pittsburgh Steelers, and his father

Bennie Cunningham, the State Extension
Leader for the University Extension Service. Also featured on the panel will be
Melonie Willingham and Frank Mauldin of
Affirmative Action, and Jerry Butler, AllACC football player for Clemson.
According to Dawkins, the discussion
will be in the form of a talk show. The
panel members will make comments and
observations on the subject of awareness
and, afterwards, entertain questions from
the audience.
Melonie Willingham is the director of an
original play that will be presented Thursday night at 7:30. Seven SLBI members
wrote the play themselves and will be
featured in it. The play will also be held in
the Hardin Hall Auditorium.
The Eloquently Yours Fashion Group
will present a "Fashion Extravaganza,"
Friday in Daniel Auditorium, beginning at
8 p.m. The fashion show, sponsored by
Gregory's Boutique Inc., will feature the
latest in spring fashions and swimwear for
both male and female.
The Black Rock Band of Greer, S.C. will
provide music at a Saturday night dance
sponsored by the SLBI. The dance will be
held from 9 until 2 in the Student Union
Ballroom and, according to coordinator

/ourdough>
FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY
5 PM-10 PM
Dial 654-6895
It's a kind of corollary to Murphy's Law that the more
you do, the more there is that can go wrong.
Last week's Tiger printed a story concerning the failure
of the "Crack the Sky" concert. Unfortunately for the
Union and The Tiger, the story was largely in error. On
behalf of many people who worked diligently to bring
Clemson students a free evening of entertainment, a brief
summary of the facts follows:
-The Central Dance/Concert Committee of the Union is
not the old CDA with a bad reputation; it is a new Union
committee that has sponsored (among other things) three
top-quality concerts this year which all ended with standing ovations. Nearly all of the work to produce a concert
is done by student volunteers. They haul equipment, provide security, sell tickets, and handle complaints for no
pay.
-The group "Crack the Sky" was expertly negotiated by
the Union to perform at % their normal fee.
-All preparations for the "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
and the concert were properly made, and everything was
on schedule until...
-The technical manager for "Crack the Sky" fouled up
the rented sound system, and after much delay, refused to
let the group perform. Of course the Union did not pay the
group but the evening was destroyed.
-This was the first (and hopefully last) experience of
this sort the Union has ever had. But that's not such a bad
record After all, the Union has sponsored 2,500 events in
the past five years for over 200,000 students. Perhaps
Union volunteers deserve a little more than a hard time.

in EDGAR'S...
Tuesdays-Ladles' Night
Wednesdays-Men's Night
Friday, February 3-CAFF RE Y BENEFIT
Dr Bernard Caffrey is the head of Clemson's Psychology
Department and has cancer. This benefit is being held to
help raise money which will go towards the fund established to help with his medical expenses.
There will be a $1.00 donation taken at the door.
There will be three different acts.

Edgar's is now serving wine.
Anyone who is still interested in participating in Edgar's
Local Talent Nights, and missed last week's auditions,
should stop by the information desk on the Loggia. A con
venient time will tried to be arranged for an audition.
Tuesday's will be Local Talent nights starting on
February 7. Entertainment will start around 8.30. Admis-

Deyvonne Smith, "It ends the whole
thing." SLBI members can be contacted
for tickets and ask only for a $1 donation.
Refreshments will be served and the dress
will be semi-formal.
No admission will be charged for the activities taking place Sunday through Friday. Because of the Clemson-Wake Forest
basketball game, no activities have been
planned for Wednesday night.
As an added attraction, an exhibit of the
painting and sculpture of Winston Wingo
will be on display in the Student Union Art
Gallery. Wingo, a graduate student at

Clemson, has also had his work exhibited
at Converse College in Spartanburg.
"Black History Week is not just for
blacks," stated Dawkins. We'd like to have
overflow crowds consisting of students
from all walks of campus life this year."
The SLBI group worked hard last year but
had a disappointing turnout at their activities. "We're hoping to reach a lot of
students," said Dawkins. "The Student
League for Black Identity is just another
campus organization willing to make its
contribution to the well-being of the Clemson campus."

KAV to hold marathon
The Kappa Alpha Order will be sponsoring the Clemson University Dance-A-Thon
for the Muscular Dystrophy Association
March 10-11. According to John Williamson, public relations chairman for Kappa
Alpha, the fraternity is hoping to raise
$10,000 through the dance marathon.
One hundred couples will be participating in this 20-hour contest to be held
in the Palmetto Ballroom of the student
union complex. The winner will be the couple with the largest total donations that
has completed the dance.
Williamson said that grand prizes such
as a Honda NC 50 Express, a 26-inch men's
10-speed bike, a Cypress Garden Slalom
Ski and a football autographed by the entire Clemson team will be given. To be
eligible for prizes, a person's pledges must
be over $100.
According to Williamson, registration
tables will be set up in the dining halls
beginning next week. People can sign up
there to participate in the contest or to
pledge donations.

He also said that others wishing to
register could do so by sending their name
and partner's name, residence, mailing
address, and phone number to Box 4001,
University Station.
The entrance fee is $1 per couple. This
fee will be used to cover printing costs of
promotional materials.
The dance-a-thon will begin at 7 p.m.,
March 10. Williamson said that it will be
open to the public for a minimum donation
of 50« at the door.
Two bands, Sugar Creek and Wisdom,
will be playing Saturday. Another football
signed by the team will be auctioned off.
Winners will be announced at 3 p.m.,
March 11. The prizes will be awarded only
after all the money has been turned in.
"We have received really good support
from the administration," Williamson
said. "President Edwards l>as already
pledged an amount to us."
He said further information could be obtained at the KA House.

UNION
SPOTLIGHT
For info call 656-2300
TRAVEL "Accommodations"
Having difficulty finding a place to stay at Daytona
Beach or Fort Lauderdale? Let the CUSU Travel Center
help. Call 656-2461 or come by on Tuesdays or Thursdays
from 3:30-5 p.m.

"Spring Break Cruise"

We still have one lucky spot for one lucky young man
who isn't afraid of 36 coeds to go on the Spring Break
Cruise March 18-25. Sail with them to four sunny Caribbean ports at a cost of only $360. Come by today to sign-up
at the Union Info Desk.

"Maps"
The Central Dance/Concert Committee of the University
Union presents The Sanford Townsend Band in concert
with special guest Michael Marlin. The concert will be
held in Tillman Auditorium Saturday, February 11, 1978,
8:00 p.m. on the Clemson University campus. Tickets are
$2.50 each and are available at the Clemson University
Student Union Information Desk Monday-Friday 11-1 and
5-7 and at the door the night of the show. The concert is
open to the public. Further information can be obtained by
calling 656-2461.

DID YOU KNOW.
A NATIONWIDE SURVEY OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
expenditures reveals that a hypothetical median college
annually spends $7,300 for four concerts, $3,200 for 24
films, $2,800 for 3.5 live drama productions, $2,600 for 4.5
dance bands, $3,300 for 6.9 guest lecturers, and $2,100 for
four art exhibits.

*The Outdoor Rec Committee thanks all students for their
participation in our events and encourages all to join in
our programs in the future. And a very, very special
thanks goes-to all committee members.
•

Don't get lost! Buy a map of the Eastern, Central or
Western U.S. Now available at the Student Union Info
Desk. Price 50?.
GAMES Watch for the master of the steel ball.

GAMES & REC-"Trivia Contest," Feb. 21
From 7:00-9:00 and it is free. Limited to 20 teams of
three people each team. Competition in 3 categories:
movie and T.V., comic book, and sports. Reference books
will be on hand. Sign up in teams of three.

"Superstars Competition"

Feb 17. Obstacle course of games-25<f admission. Compete against other individuals in pool, foosball, bowling,
pinball. Prizes awarded.

SPECIAL EVENTS-"Valentines Dance"
Monday Feb. 13th in the Game Room. Free cake and
punch, Kissing booth featuring Bill Mandicott. Cake walk,
dress up as famous couple. It is free!

OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE
CROSS COUNTRY SKIING-February 18-19, 1978 sponsored by THE GOOD EARTH and Clemson University
Union **Limit-15 people (no experience necessary
ALL EQUIPMENT is provided)
ICE SKATING at THE OMNI in Atlanta-February 25,1978
(We apologize to those persons not able to visit the Omni
with us on January 28,1978.)
Starting on February 7, 1978-a short course on DO-IT. YOURSELF camping gear. Details at the-Info-desk.
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Caffrey Benefit planned
at Edgar's Friday

urient nightclub,
niohtnliih <«H11
Edgar's, the student
will ha
be
holding a benefit Friday, Feb. 3 for Dr
Bernard Caffrey. The $1 donation collected
at the door will go for a fund to help pay for
Caffrey's cancer treatment at the University of Texas Medical Center.
Three groups will perform during the
night. According to Pat Dolan, Manager at
Edgar's, these groups are donating their
time for the benefit.
Applewood, a group that played at
Edgar's last semester, will begin playing
at 8:30. Kier Irmitter will begin to play at
9:30, with Danny Bright following them at
10:30.
The Psychology Club and the Psi Chi
Honor Fraternity are working together
with Edgar's on the project. John Morris,

•*

who is helping Dawn Kimbrell coordinate
the benefit, said that raffle tickets are being sold for the fund. The wjnners will be
announced at Edgar's Friday night. First
prize in the raffle is a $25 gift certificate
from the U Shop. Second prize is a dinner
for two at The Hungry Bull.
About the benefit, Dolan said, "I really
think it's going to go over big. This is a way
to show that Clemson people really do
care.
Morris also said that people who could
not attend the benefit but would like to
make contributions should give, them to
Dr. Leonard Berger, psychology professor. Checks can be made payable to the
Caffrey Benefit Fund.

,
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Girls participate in pageant Js ^ »"^™«'-«d*8i-»*Z':£
Storm leaves path on campus

The Miss
Miss Clemson
riommn TT„;
:<... Pageant
r.
The
University
will be held Feb. 14 in Tinman Auditorium
at 8 p.m., according to Dean Susan G
Delony.
The pageant is sponsored by Mortar
Board, a national honor society connected
with Blue Key. The National Mortar Board
Society is the same as the local Order of
Athena, sponsor of past pageants.

Judges from local areas will interview
each of the 32 contestants Feb. 13, stated
Kay Monroe, pageant chairman.
Contestants and their sponsors areBrenda Bly, College Republicans; Susan
Campbell, Angel Flight; Donna Cox Phi
Delta Theta; Laura Coy, Pi Beta PhiJulie Cromartie, Sanders Hall- Sherv'l
Davis, Sigma Nu; Cindy Galloway, Phi
Gamma Nu; Eleanor Granger, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Twila Guess, Sigma Phi EDH
silon.
Also, Cindy Holmes, Theta Chi; Diane
Hornick Alpha Phi Omega; Sharon
Howell, Chi Omega; Barbara Kelpe, Delta
Delta Delta; Ann Luck, Kappa Sigma;
Ann McCoy, Beta Theta Pi; Cindy
McDowell, Society for the Advancement of

Agricultural Education; Jeanie McLaurin
TAPS; Tena Moyd, Spanish Club,; Jackie
Nye, Alpha Tau Omega.
Also, Julie Olson, Rally Cats; Sheila
Perdue, Mu Beta Psi; Caroline Ragin
French Club; Kitty Richardson, Kappa
Alpha Theta; Leigh Ann Rozier, Benet
Hall; Ada Ruszenas, Phi Gamma DeltaJennifer Smith, Clemson Dancers; Nancy
Smith, Alpha Delta Pi; Janice Snipes Pi
Kappa Alpha; Anne Taylor, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
Also, Maryland Thomas, Student
League for Black Identity; Elizabeth
Tul er, Gamma Sigma Sigma; Carmen
Walker, Delta Sigma Nu; Joy Wallace
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Charlotte Walter'
Campus Crusade for Christ- Mitzi
Walters, Barnett Hall; Karen ' Wilson
Forestry Club; Suzy Woolley, Chi Psi

BAKER'S DOZEN ]i
University Square Mall
Clemson

l!

Fresh Donuts Daily, Pastries
Cookies, Brownies, Bread

The wind storm that swept through
Clemson Wednesday night, Jan. 25, left a
path of destruction across the campus. A
large oak tree near Jervey Athletic Center
was uprooted in the 50 m.p.h. wind and
landed on top of two cars. One was completely destroyed, while the other was
slightly damaged. No one was injured in
the accident.
Elsewhere, the wind caused major
power outages as it broke off branches and
limbs, blowing them across power lines.
According to Roy Rochester, nearly all
power outages were relieved by early
Thursday morning.
The students who owned the cars which
were damaged by the tree were surprised

■ ■•t

to learn that Clemson is "in no way responsible." According to university Legal
Counsel Joseph McDevitt, the wind storm
was classified as "an act of God" and
hence, is not the responsibility of the
university.
"The only way Clemson could be responsible," said McDevitt, "is if the tree were
rotted away and it was proved the university was negligent in letting it stand when
it might fall.
"But", McDevitt added, "with a storm
of the magnitude of that one, it would be
hard to prove it wasn't the wind that did
it."
There were no other major reports of
damage from the storm.

I

K & W FASHIONS

30% OFF ALL
WINTER MERCHANDISE

i*1
i

Sale Starts Jan. 28-Feb. 11

CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS ~}!'
I Valentine Cookies, Cupcakes and Cakes I Ji
|
Now Available By Special Order
| I

Please
Order 24 HRS. In Advance
DINE

• IN

SPECIAL
SPHAGETTI
and MEAT SAUCE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
5:00p.m. to 1:00a.m.

Coffee-Tea-Milk-Juice-Soft Drinks

-HOURS8:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat.
10:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M. Sunday

OQ<

! I

Men's Leisure Suits
Men's 3&4 Piece
vested suits
Men's "Down Look"
Jackets
Men's Sweaters
Men's "Leather Look"
Jackets

Now Sale
14.99 11.49
24.99 17.49
79.99 55.99
23.99 16.79
12.79 8.95

Men's Flannel Shirts
Boys'Jackets
Boys' Flannel Shirts

4.99

3.49
■■'- -A J

16.79 11.75
4.99

!>

3.49

Ladies'Plaid
Pant Suits
Unisex Corduroy

11.99

8.39

Jumncuitc

Ladies' Sportswear Co-ordinates 30 % Off

654-6827
Pants-Sweaters-Blouses-Jackets

-/burdouoh
FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY
5 PM - 10 PM
Dial 654-6895

•
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Jr. & Misses Jean Tops & Blouses 30% Off

BANKAMERICARD-MASTERCHARGE-LAY-AWAYS
LOCATION: Take 123 toward
Seneca Turn left after Donald Sew
mg onto Seneca belt line travel 3V2
miles look for sign on left.
PH 882-2109

Hours
Mon. Tues. Thurs. Fri.
9t©9
Wed. & Sat. 9to6

■a
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Construction benefits handicapped students
By Jim Denning
Asst. News Editor
Clemson University is presently involved in a $1.8 million construction project
aimed at benefiting handicapped students.
The work, which will bring Clemson into
line with new Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) guidelines, is primarily
designed to make buildings more accessible to handicapped students.
The guidelines for change, part of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, took effect June
3,1977. As assistant to the President Elmer
Tyndall explained, "We were given six
months, until Dec. 3, to prepare a transition report for HEW." Tyndall also stated
that all changes must be made "by June 3,
1980."
According to assistant vice-president for
the physical plant Roy Rochester, "We're
just getting started, with most of the work
being done on outdoor modifications.
We've been doing a lot of indoor work for
the last 10 years."
Rochester explained, "The federal law
says you have to provide facilities that
allow the handicapped to participate in the
same programs as the non-handicapped."
Tyndall added, "This is something that affects every college and institution of
higher learning in the U.S. It also deals
with elementary and secondary schools
and health-care facilities.''
According to Tyndall, there has been no
money budgeted for the improvements;
present work is being paid for through
funds allotted for general maintenance.
Rochester reported, "All nine state-

supported schools are going to Columbia
Thursday to request funding from the
General Assembly."
Some specific modifications include the
reforming of any sidewalk with a grade of
1:20, or five per cent, or more. Ramps
must be added to buildings which require
entrance by stairways. These ramps can
have no more than an 8.3 per cent (1:12)
slope. Many buildings with more than one
story must be equipped with elevators.
Redesigning of restrooms and water
fountains is also mandatory. "Curb cuts,"
enabling wheel chair-bound students to
negotiate streets, and parking places for
the handicapped, are also required. Raised letters signs are required for the blind,
while a redesign of certain types of stairs
is also called for.
Tyndall did point out that accessibility
does not mean a handicapped student must
be able to get to the upper levels of every
building, or, in some cases, get into some
buildings at all. "The definition stated in
the bill requires that all opportunities and
activities must be made available to the
handicapped. This can be accomplished
through reassignment of classes, in addition to the redesigning of equipment."
The steering committee — responsible
for the transition report — included
chairperson Dean S.M. Willis, and three
students: Steve Brown, Jerry Whittle and
Laura Brooks. Other members included
David Flemming of the scheduling office,
Martin Gilcrest of the housing office, Dan
Hur of the P-Plant,. and Dr. James Strom
of the office for development.
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Lost? Found? Selling?
The Tiger's Classifieds Are Free To Students
II

P-PLANT WORKERS pour cement at Long Hall in order to meet new HEW regulations.
The ramp being formed is part of a campus-wide program of improvement aimed at making all activities available to the handicapped.

PIZZA EATERS ARE

PIZZAS

BE
SANDWICHES

Your choice of crust - regular or thick
BREAD BAKED FRESH DAILY

DOUGH MADE FRESH DAILY
Cheese
Onion
Green Pepper
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Ground Beef
Black Olive
Green Olive
Anchovy
Shrimp
Mushroom
Ham
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
CHANELO'S SUPREME

LONG - 2.20
SHORT - 1.40
TUNA BOAT
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayonnaise, Relish & Celery Seed
SUBMARINE
am. Salami, Sauce, Cheese, BaVed
EATBALL SANDWICH
Meatballs & Meat Sauce
HOAGIE fl§r
Ham, Salami, Mustard, Mayonnaise
~ ive Oil, Lettuce & Tomato
VERSUVIAN STEAK
Hamburger Steak, Lettuce & Tomat
Mustard, Mayonnaise
HAM & CHEESE
Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Mustard
HOT PASTRAMI '
Pastrami, Pickle & Mustard
HOT ROAST BEEF
Roast Beef, Mustard, Tomat

DINNERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti & Meat Balls with Hot Garlic Breadf!
Spaghetti & Mushroom Sauce with Hot Garlic Bread
Spaghetti, Mushroom & MeatBalls w/Hot Garlic Bread
Lasagna with Hot Garlic Bread
Crisp Tossed Salad .60
Garlic Bread
.55
Choice of Dressings

TURKEY SANDWICH
east, Lettuce & Tomato & Mayonnaise

2.40
2.50
2.75
2.95

BEVERAGES
oke - Root Beer - Sprite - Tab
Iced Tea or Coffee

Extra Meat Ball' .30
Cheese Bread
.65
Chef^alad
2.10

Sm.
.25 Lg

FAST- FREE DELIVERY

(Lettuce, tomato, black olives, green olives, ham, cheese and carrots.)7«*ll

1.50 MINIMUM ORDER ON CAMPUS
3.00 MINIMUM ORDER IN DELIVERY AREA

NOTHIN BEATSA PIZZA
From CHANELO'S
with fast free delivery Phone 654-6990

n till 1a.m.
lOn.-Thurs.
and 2 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Sun.-12p.m.

Eat a big one at
Chanelo's
Dine In Special!
SPAGHETTI

pmd
MEAT SAUCE
very Tuesday Night
5:00p.m.-l a.m. 99<t
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Student Union plans big semester
1

By Barbara Pinder
Features Editor
Once again the Student Union, under
the direction of Art Hartzog, has put
together an interesting semester full of appealing events and activities.
One of the main attractions that will be
featured in Tillman Auditorium on Feb. 11
is the Sanford Townsend Band. The band
will be perform at 8 p.m. after Michael
Marlin, a juggling act.
On Valentine's Day, the Union will sponsor a Valentine's Day Dance in the game
room. Featured will be a disco, games,
punch, and a kissing booth. Edgar's will
also be open.
Artrip to North Carolina to do some rappelling will be featured on March 11. Serving as guides, a few ROTC cadets and
sargents will aid the rappellers with ropes,
pulleys and other equipment. On Feb. 17,
the Union will have a Superstar's Competition in the games and recreation room.
There will be an obstacle course, pinball,
bowling and foosball.
The Trivia Contest will organize people
into three teams to answer questions about
sports, trivia, and other entertainment.
Another Whitewater excursion will be on
April 8. The group plans to go down sections two and three of the Chattoogga
River. The cost is $20 and includes lunch.
April 1 will be the date of the backpack
trip that will take interested students to
the Appalachian Trail near Springer
Mountain, Ga. The trip to Charleston will
be on April 15 and will allow students to enjoy this historical town with its flea market
shopping and wide variety of restaurants.
Students will stay overnight in the Francis
Marion Hotel.
An annual event, the Bengal Ball will
this year feature two bands: Bill Haney
and the Zassoff Boys and Overland Express. This giant beer bust-sun worship
will be at the Y-Beach on April 22.
Also on April 22 will be an overnight
canoe trip to Lake Joccassee. Other things
that will be happening at the Union this
semester are Horseback Riding, a St.
Patrick's Day Surprise, an Easter Egg
Hunt, and the Spring Break Cruise.

Advertise
In The Tiger
656-2167 For Rates

Clems&n Httuse
Barber Shop
HRS: 8:00 till 6:00
Weekdays
8:00 till 12:00
Saturday
Haircuts $3.00

Dennis Laye
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EACH SEMESTER, UNION members spend many hours planning all types of activities
for student enjoyment. One of the main attractions of this semester is the Sandford
Townshend Band performance Feb. 11 in Tillman Auditorium.
Edgar's, the Student Union Night Club
will have several professional and localtalent acts including Applewood, Kier Irmiter, and Danny Bright on Friday, Feb. 3
at the Caffrey Benefit. On Feb. 10-11,
Bethany, Ezell and Blakeslee will have a
show at 8:30 p.m. Bethany is a former
Clemson student. Kier Irmiter, a Clemson
native, will be featured in the nightclub on
Feb. 24-25 at 8:30 p.m. Keir sings a collection of songs by Dan Fogelberg, James
Taylor, the Eagles, and the Beatles.
Lightwood Band will perform March 31April 1 at Edgar's, to be followed by Your
Mama, April 14-15.
Edgar's is now serving wine: white, red
and rose. Hartzog said that with Star Trek
off the air in the afternoons, he has planned along with Pat Dolan, manager of
Edgar's, a full schedule of events at the
nightclub.
The main afternoon attraction is a
games competition during the hour that
Star Trek was presented on the large
screen. "During that hour, there will be
darts, checkers, backgammon and a possible tournament later. We want everyone to
come down and have fun," said Hartzog.
Every Tuesday is ladies' night and local

Contact Lens Wearers
Save money on your brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog.

CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
341 E.Camelback
Phoenix, Arlzona85012

talent night at the nightclub. Hartzog added that there are still several slots open for
anyone interested in trying out for local
talent. Anyone interested should contact
Pat Dolan at the Union.
Wednesday night is men's night and offers all male students four happy hour
priced beers at the nightclub.
Admission is 50 cents for the professional acts on weekends and free for the
local talent acts on Tuesday nights.
On special occasions, Hartzog said that
the nightclub plans to show basketball
games on the big TV screen. "We will show
anything that is of particular interest to
the students," he said.
Another attraction that students enjoy is
the show on the videotape machine located
in the loggia. Videotapes are usually
shown on the hour every hour, reported
Hartzog.
"We try to pick selections that students

can watch for a few minutes between
classes. If anyone requests us to play the
featured weekly video tape, we are glad to
run it over again." Some of the interesting
videos featured this semester are Stevie
Wonder on Feb. 6-12, Ali-Shaver Fight on
Feb. 27-March 5 and Billy Joel on May 1-7.
The Union has also made tentative plans
to present a Monty Python movie in
Tillman Auditorium on April 21. The title
of the movie is "Monty Python Meets
Beyond the Fringe." Admission will be 75
cents.
Hartzog reported that sign-up for the
short courses has been extended to the
date that each particular short course
begins . Some of the more interesting and
different courses being offered are 'Party
Foods,' 'Self-Management,' 'Running/Jogging,' and 'Travel.'
Beginning on March 7, 'Party Foods'
will consist of two sessions on March 7 and
14. The course will consist of a slide
presentation and demonstration on how to
prepare in expensive and easy-to-fix party
foods. No materials are necessary.
On Feb. 7 and 9 from 7-8:30 p.m., the
short course 'Self Management' will be offered. This course will examine some
method, for helping participants figure out
when and how to get where they want to
go. The maximum enrollment is 20 and the
instructor is Art Hartzog.
Having one session on March 8, 'Running/Jogging will be taught by Dr. Don
LaTorre and will inform jogging amateurs
on how to buy the correct shoes, what type
of diet is necessary, and discuss the health
factor.
Meeting only on Tuesday March 8, the
short course 'Travel' will show students
the hows, whats and wheres of traveling
during the summer. This course is offered
early so that interested participants can
plan their trips well.
Hartzog urges all people who are interested in helping the Union to come by
sometime this semester as elections will
be soon. He said, "There are plenty of jobs
for anyone who has time. There are no requirements but participants go to training
sessions to learn how other unions across
America operate.''

CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOP
Custom Framing with Free Estimates
All Sizes Glass-Cut to Your Needs

Any Size Ready Made Frames
Craft, Needlework, and Macrame Supplies

STUDENTS WELCOME
downtown 654-1723
store hours 9:00-5:30

ri^fr

Jake Bryant

BEST MEAT IN TOWN
Deli orders by telephone 654-6609

IS IT
MAN OR BEAST?

"BIGFOOT"
in

10?

WORLD OF ILLUSION
Tickets $2.00 in advance; $2.50 at the
door Feb. 9, 7:30 pm In Tillman Hall
co-sponsored by the Inter fraternity
Council, Student Union, and
the Campus Crusade for Christ

Open 8-10 Daily and 10-9 Sunday

For Pizzas
or Sobs
call

65*6990
hi fart tree delivery

«■•*••

/burdough
FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY
S PM - 10 PM
Dial 654-6895
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Sun power predicted
as future resource

As our country's nonrenewable energy
resources are being rapidly used up, the
prospects of solar energy use are looking
better and better. Clemson University has
several studies and projects going at the
present time in the area of solar energy
utilization.
There are plans for two solar houses
which need only to be approved by the
State Budget and Control Board before
construction is begun. The project is being
funded by an $80,000 grant from the Appalachian Regional Commission.
According to Dr. A. W. Snell, administrator in charge of the project, the
construction may begin by March on the
two structures. They will be located on the
grounds of the LeMaster Dairy Research
Center. A family will live in each of the
houses and help gather research data. According to Snell, more of the problems can
be found and hammered out if someone
lives in the houses on a day-to-day basis.
One house is going to have a greenhouse
attached for use in growing food for the
family all year round. The heating system
uses flat plate solar collectors on the
house's roof to warm the air circulating
through them. The air then passes to the
basement, where it heats gravel-sized rock
for storage purposes. When the house
needs heating, air is blown over the rocks
and through the house. Up to 70-80 per cent
of the house's heating needs can be supplied with this system.
The other house that is to be built is a 30
called "earth-insulated" house. This house
will be built into the side of a hill to utilize
the insulating properties of the earth. It
will also have flat plate solar collectors on
its roof. There is no greenhouse addition to
this house and it has only about two-thirds
of the floor space of the other. It will be
considerably cheaper to build because of
this.

90 per cent of this house's heating needs
with the solar panels. "Our whole effort in
this project is to investigate low-cost solar
housing for rural residences," said Snell.
Another project currently being worked
on by Clemson personnel is that of a solar
crop dryer. Dr. Harold Allen of the
agricultural engineering department has
done much of the work on this project.
Says Allen, "If you don't get the grain
dried within a few hours of harvest, it will
spoil. In the Southeast, we're forced into a
faster drying rate because of the humidity."
Allen emphasized the fact that they plan
to use an integrated system with a solarassisted heat pump. The solar equipment
would merely supplement the heat pump
in the drying operation. This system is still
in the proposal stage and has not yet been
funded. The concept of this portable
"Solar-Assisted Farmstead Energy Unit"
as it is called, is that it could be used as a
heating source for the entire farm.
Most solar energy units use either rocks,
or water, to store reserve heat. Several
professors in the chemical engineering
department are working on an "Immiscible Fluid-Heat of Fusion Heat Storage
System" that could be both more efficient
and cheaper than a water heat-storage
system.
This system operates on the principle
that solids absorb great quantities of heat
when they melt. By using a salt solution
with a melting point of 90-120 degrees
Farenheit, much more heat can be stored
in a smaller volume.
Dr. Dan Edie, an assistant professor in
the department of chemical engineering,
states, "We have fluids that can be used
right now. We need to continue testing to
see how long they will hold up in use."

Many people see the answer to our
energy problem locked within radioactive
minerals deep beneath the earth.
These people support the use of nuclear
reactors to generate electricity. One of the
largest reactors in the world is located
some 10 miles from Clemson on Lake
Keowee. There, three nuclear reactors
make up the Oconee Nuclear Station.
The station, designed and operated by
Duke Power Company, had been the subject on many arguments during its 10-year
history.
Duke cites its safety record and the "infinitesimably small" chance that anything
could go wrong in support of the power
plants. Many scientists, including some at
Clemson, agree with them.
Dr. E. P. Stillwell Jr. of the Clemson
physics department believes that a
primary advantage of using nuclear
energy stems from the fact that there is
such a large quantity available for use.
Nuclear energy — useful energy derived
from a process involving nuclear fission —
is quite compatible with the use of other
forms of energy.
At present, technology for using nuclear
energy is already in operation and is
highly developed. The power delivery
systems do not need modification.'
Also, nuclear power plants themselves
are very clean, especially as compared to
coal plants.
Coal, according to Stillwell, is a major
alternative to nuclear fuel, but he says that
the gathering of nuclear energy is considerably less' despoiling to the environment.
Government safety standards protect
the land and water, as well as the workers
at nuclear power stations. These
necessary standards reduce the number of
radioactive emissions from the stations.
Stillwell believes that the major difficulties of nuclear power result from -the
waste products of the reactors. These
wastes take thousands of years to decay,

and no satisfactory technique is know today which can alleviate the problem.
Breeder reactors like the one in Barnwell County, S.C., reprocess spent fuel.
The available fuel must be converted in a
breeder reactor. It must be made fissionable, and the nuclear garbage must be
recovered from the fuel that is made
usable.
But as Stillwell says, "There's plenty of
nuclear energy available." And he
believes that the foreseen difficulties with
using nuclear energy can be overcome.

Clemson facul
work on nuclc
Several members of the Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department are
presently involved in nuclear research.
Working under a federal grant administered by Du Pont's Savannah River
Plant, the group is trying to develop a process that.will improve the safety, accountability, and economics of nuclear plants.
According to Dr. Ralph W. Gilchrist, the
principle investigator of the group, the
$170,000 grant was effected in May 1977
and will expire on Sept. 30 of this year. At
that time, the five faculty members and
five graduate students working on the project will submit their report to the Department of Energy.
The main goal of the research is to improve the monitoring of various processes
of a nuclear plant. According to Dr.
Gilchrist, there are certain points of a
nuclear system that are monitored or
measured. The research team plans to
evolve a statistical procedure to give more
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ael for the future?
j'No
Many people consider nuclear power to
be the energy source of the future;
however, Mrs. Berniece Holt of Clemson
doesn't agree.
Mrs. Holt, wife of Clemson professor
Albert Holt, is a member of Clemson's
People for a Clean Environment and the
Palmetto Alliance, a statewide anti| nuclear organization. She is also one of this
leading opponents of nuclear
( area's
; energy.
Holt says she opposes nuclear power
plants for a variety of reasons.
"We just don't have enough knowledge,"

1

ulty members
Jear research
confident measures at these points.
"We are demonstrating the feasibility of
technique ... a data processing techniue," said Dr. Gilchrist. "At the end of the
ontract, this technique will give more
eliabledata."
Dr. Gilchrist continued stating that the
procedure will provide a way to judge
whether the nuclear plant "is running
right," improving the safety and accounability of the plant. Furthermore, the
ilant employees will be able to control the
processes better and thereby achieve
esults more economically.
The team is also using statistics to idenlfy bad data. "The program will detect
tat data is wrong and, hopefully, we can
eentify the reason," said Gilchrist.
Gilchrist stated that the group expects to
riish on time in September and will then
pply for new work investigating areas of
iterest.

she said, "to safely operate the plants."
She cited the recent crash of a Russian
atomic powered satellite in Canada as an
example of how unadvanced nuclear
technology actually is.
Holt also expressed concern with
nuclear waste. She said, "The Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) must deal with a possible 267
million gallons of radioactive waste by the
year 2000."
"ERDA," she said, "has no sure-fire
solution to the waste problem."
"We're also limited in our uranium supplies. So, we're going to be dependent on
Plutonium that is derived from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel. Reprocessing will
then create more waste. This (reprocessing) will give us an inexhaustible fuel supply, but it will be very dangerous," Holt
said. A lot of this reprocessing will be done
in Barnwell, she added.
Nuclear reactors will have to be decommissioned in 30-40 years.
"They (reactors) will be sahot that the
machinery inside will be difficult to decontaminate; therefore, the reactors will just
be buried over in cement at a tremendous
cost. Then, for all practical purposes, the
reactors will have to be guarded for eternity because of high levels of radioactivity."
Holt noted.
"Consumers in the year 2000 will be paying higher electricity rates to cover the
costs of decommissioning the reactors,"
she added.
According to Holt, consumers have been
financing the nuclear industry for the past
30 years through government subsidies for
nuclear research and by tax breaks.
"Nuclear reactors reactors aren't a very
efficient way to produce electricity," she
said. "Duke Power had to shut-down or
reduce operations a total of over 400 days
between the three reactors at Oconee
Nuclear Station in 1976, " Holt added.
"Duke Power," she added, "is now admitting that they do not need all the
nuclear plants they have under construction."
"Industrial cogeneration (generating
electricity from process industrial stem),"
she noted, "will soon be available at a
fourth to half the cost of nuclear power."
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Geothermal energy
still in its infancy
Electrical engineering professors John
Prince and Jay Lathrop have pushed transistors to the limit as part of the nationwide effort to tap new sources of energy.
Geothermal energy is in its infancy, so
even a "minor" discovery is meaningful to
its growth. Scientists had just assumed
transistors would not function at 300
degrees centigrade.
"The fact that they work came as a surprise," explained Prince. The definition of
"working" at that heat means that while
the parameters change, transistors are
usable, if in a different way than at room
temperature. Whether the geothermal
potential exists as steam or hot rock which
can take in water and send steam to a turbine, geophysicists need mountains of information to guide the drilling procedure.
The more information gathered in each
boring, the fewer borings necessary to
"map" the underground rock formations
according to their size, type, temperature,
porosity and fluid content. A slim canister,
called a sond, is lowered into the hole on
thousands of feet of cable that carries
signals to computers and recording
devices topside.
Existing instrumentation is unable to
withstand the heat, and measures must be
taken through the sides of the sealed container because of the corrosive liquids that
lurk 10,000 feet down.
Prince and Lathrop have been baking

the electronic components in special ovens
that accurate within one-quarter degree
Celsius. Their 1000-hour tests sound
rigorous, but as more and more transisitors are linked in circuit, the chances of
the entire unit's failure are multiplied.
Their project is funded by Sandia
Laboratories for the division of geothermal energy, Department of Energy. Sandia is now building the first generation of
geothermal logging Instruments, based in
part on the findings of Prince and Lathrop.
Economic feasibility of geothermal
energy is pure speculation until the type of
subterranean heat and its accessibility are
determined. Already, 500 megawatts of
electricity are being generated from
geysers north of San Francisco.
Drilling will be the procedure for future
exploration, juch like oil. Its constant supply is a big advantage over solar heat, but
like hydroelectric plants, location is
limited to the source of heat.
The relative lack of pollutants and inexhaustable supply are the big advantages
geothermal offers over convential sources
like coal and fission.
"Most of the commonly accepted
theories for room temperature apply, and
the ones that do not, we believe to have an
understanding of," says Prince. It's "little
things" like that which are raising the
hopes of everyone who wants new energy.

Stories by Leslie McMahon, Lynn McCracken,
Ue MuNer, Pan Bibb and Hugh Hunsucker.
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Rangers
Coed tries something new
Carol Payne, a five-foot, 95-pound freshman from
Goose Creek, is the first woman to join Clemson's
ROTC Ranger program.
Before she came to Clemson, Payne had no plans for
joining ROTC. During orientation, she attended a class
meeting given by Captain F.C. Brown, in which he explained the program possibilities such as the Rangers
marksmanship, and mountaineering.
The Ranger curriculum comprises is a three-year
program designed to make each cadet a leader. Payne
meets with the Rangers once a week, during which
they engage in strenuous physical training, learn to
read maps, rappell, and backpack.
One of the reasons Payne joined the Rangers is that
'it helps me to get useful training for backpacking."
Besides her weekly meetings, Payne also has field
training exercises (FTX) four times a semester.
Once a semester, each cadet has to take and pass the
Ranger test, which incorporates all he or she has learned during the semester.

In high school, Payne was a member of the basketball, softball and track teams, which she feels helped to
prepare her for the demanding physical work of the
Rangers.
This year, she is also on Clemson's varsity volleyball
team, which often conflicts with her Ranger meetings.
Payne said that her fellow cadets treat her as an
equal, because "we are all helping each other."
Responses to her joining the Rangers are varied
Payne said, "The girls laugh, and the guys just look."
Occasionally, she gets jokes about what she does with
guys on the weekends or how unfeminine she is.
But, on the whole, her friends and family are backing
her. "They are used to my doing things like that." The
only time Payne had any doubts about whether she
would make it was when she took the Ranger test suffering with a wrist fracture she sustained while playings
volleyball.
Next year, Payne hopes to get an ROTC scholarship.

Problems at home cause child murderers
ByKimFennell
Features Writer
Potential murderers live in thousands of
homes across the United States. They
come in all sizes and shapes and from
every social level. No one understands the
reasoning they use. But they all have one
thing in common: they are children.
Dr. Spurgeon Cole of the psychology
department, related a recent incident. "A
child was asleep quietly when her baby
brother came and took her in his arms. He
carried her to the toilet, drowned her, then
returned her to the bed." This is just one
example of many that happen yearly.
Sometimes these homicidal acts are accidents, but in most cases the young offender is a pathologically, emotionally
disturbed child. "This unsociably aggressive behavior is usually a result of the
home environment in which the child is
growing up," Cole said.
The parents are harsh. They reject the
child and they inconsistently discipline
him. A child often mocks his parents. He
sees his parents hit each other or his
parents hit him. He then assumes that a

violent release of his emotions is the only
way of expressing himself. The parents
force their hostility on the child until the
only way he knows to relieve himself is
through his parents' method — violence
too often in the form of homicide.
"Little children who kill other little
children are extremely jealous, rejected
and unloved," Cole said. Usually the offender is the older child who feels replaced
by another child. "This is a traumatic experience for the child," he said.
"Take, for example, a case where the
mother goes to the hospital to have a baby.
Everyone gets excited. It is the subject of
attention. The older child feels alienated.
Then the new baby is brought home and
the attention is concentrated on the baby
even more. The older child becomes
jealous and feels that if he could get rid of
the baby, then he would be loved again. So
he takes action to remove the baby from
the family.
"In some rare cases of children committing murder, drugs have been the influence. The drugs allow the hostility to
surface. Seldom is the child retarded or an
actively psychotic person. The problem is

ATTENTION
=^
COLLEGE STUDENTS
You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC
scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab
expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax free. How do you qua!
j V°U must have at least two years of graduate or
undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve
your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer.
Scholarships are available to students who can qualify
for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those
who are majoring in selected technical and nontechni
cal academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in
undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree
areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Air
Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100
monthly tax-free allowance just like the scholarship
students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force
ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life
Your Air Force ROTC counselor has 4he details.

almost always rooted in the home," Cole
added.
"Parents sometimes want to live their
lives out through their children, or the
parents become emotionally involved for
their own ego. The child is exploited and
his anger must be released. He breaks like
a dam. An explosion occurs within his
emotions." ■,
The child usually reacts in one of three
ways, Cole noted. "One is that he becomes
$

a 'splitter.' He leaves home under
pressure. Another way is the reaction
against his parents, brothers and sisters,
or playmates. Sometimes the reaction is
suicide."
Cole said these children react to violence
with violence, but most usually the chiM is
passive and non-aggressive. Then he explodes. "I doubt if even a psychologist or
psychiatrist would have trouble predicting
who would commit a homicidal crime.''

2100 donated for food

Over $2100 was contributed to three
hunger relief organizations through the
Clemson "Fast for a World Harvest" Day
held Dec. 8.
More than 2000 students participated in
this fast. Some students not on the meal
plan donated money to the fund. Those who
were on the meal plan skipped their supper
at the dining halls.
The cost of preparing these meals was
instead donated to Clemson Meals-onWheels and the Toccoa Falls Relief Fund,
which each received 20 per cent of the
$2100 and Oxfam, which received 60 per
cent.
Dr. Robert Bursey, a Clemson nutrition
professor and chairman of Clemson Mealson-Wheels, stated that every penny of the
donations would go directly to buy meals
for the disabled elderly in the Clemson
area.
According to Bursey,. Meals-on-Wheels
is able to do this since all its workers are
volunteers.

Oxfam is an international organization
which encourages self-reliant food production in underdeveloped nations. The fast
Clemson students participated in was part
of an international fast organized by Oxfam.
Using the "Fast for a World Harvest"
slogan, students all over the United States
and England fasted to raise money.
Oxfam's policy is not to give food or
money to any of its recipients. Instead, it
supports only self-help projects which
have been initiated by the native people,
offering them seeds, equipment and
agricultural education.
By supporting only locally organized
projects and not organizing projects
themselves, Oxfam hopes to avoid projects
that might be culturally unacceptable to
the people and cause possible resentment
of interference from outsiders.
The fast at Clemson was coordinated by
the food services committee of the student
senate and the Clemson Hunger Task
Force.
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LAKEVIEW
Ribeye & Prime Rib

$495

Monday & Wednesday Night
Served with soup of the day, baked potatoe, .. salad
OPEN FOR LUNCH 11:30-2 WED.-FRI.
CLOSED ALL DAY SUN.
HOURS-4:30-11 Dinner SAT. 4:30-11:30 Dinner

Contact AFROTC
Tillman Hall 656-3254

882-266$

Gateway to a great way of life.

-*-

dial..-.
123 BY-PASS
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Dance Company offers workshops, performs
The Theater Dance Collection, with
Judith Lander, appeared, in Tillman
Auditorium Thursday, Jan. 26, sponsored
by the CUSU Cultural Committee and the
South Carolina Arts Commission.
The program began at 9 p.m., an hour
later than scheduled, due to difficulties
with the curtain, but the delay made little
difference to most of the 200 spectators
present. While a repairman worked to fix
the curtain controls, two of the dancers involved the audience in seated-dance motions, improvising patterns and rhythms
for about 30 minutes.
Then Judith Lander took the stage,
singing and accompanying herself on the
piano. Finally, the curtain began to rise,
and the dancers were ready to begin.
" The first selection, entitled "Kinetics,"
was a three-part piece danced to the string
and guitar music of Antonio Vivaldi. In
each movement the dancers explored and
developed the theme and variation
counterpoint present in the Vivaldi,
gracefully transforming music to motion.
After a brief intermission, the dancers
returned to present "These Four," a
warm, personal interpretation of the interactions between four women, each with
differing goals and dreams.
The Pachelbel canon was very appropriate, its continuously varying melody
reflecting the variety and change evident
in life, and the ostinanto bass echoing the
steady pace of time.
The original music and lyrics for
"Diary" were composed and performed
by Judith Lander. The program notes comment " 'Diary' is a cycle of four songs
which describes phases of the composer's
life." This dance portrays both the joy and
the anguish experienced by two people,
separately and together. This dance, along
with Lander's powerful, personal lyrics,
was probably the strongest piece of the

evening.
The final selection of the evening was
"Misalliance," with music by Jacques
Ibert. It was a fairy tale with a leaning
toward the theater of the absurd,
delighting the audience and completing
the performance in rare form.
Judith Lander's solo performance in
Edgar's Friday night was equally as exciting as the previous night's dances. Performing for a capacity crowd, she sang her
own songs about herself, her joys and sorrows, and the way she sees the world.
As she did so, Lander also revealed the
sensitive, gentle and perceptive nature of
a true artist at one with her craft. Her
tribute to the special people in her life, and
the memorable times and places in her life
all flowed together, combining to expose a
vibrant, coherent personality.
The other side of Lander's songs is a little less serious, more public and comic.
Songs such as "Movin' Around in My New
England Town," "Walking' with my Baby
on a Sunday," and "Getting Laid" engaged the audience and prevented the performance from getting too weighty.
Lander's rich harmonies and rhythms
tied the evening together, leaving one with
a sense of unity and completeness.

All Day Banking

Lady Chatterley's Lover was written by
Lawrence and published in 1928. Dr. Joan
Bobbitt, assistant professor of English,
presented a lecture entitled "Lawrence,
Lady Chatterley's Lover, and the Critics:
A Fiftieth Anniversary View" during the
English Hour Feb. 1.

:

South Carolina National
Member FCMC

Photo by Herlot

THESE DANCERS ARE demonstrating some of the techniques they use to perform. The
dance company offered a special workshop in Fike last weekend.

English professor speaks on disputed book
By Susan Keasler
Features Writer
Lady Chatterley's Lover caused quite a
stir among critics. Although termed "unmistakably the work of a genius" and "a
noble work," D.H. Lawrence was said to
possess "a diseased mind."

"My own introduction to the novel came
in the early 50's," began Bobbitt. She explained that this was soon after the novel
was first released in the United States.
Focusing on particular portions of the
book, Bobbitt related critics' opinions of
the passages to emphasize their finer
details. "Sex is essential to the novel,
but...Lawrence did nothing to make (the
act) look unattractive." This review shows
what is believed to be Lawrence's "diseased mind."
As a highlight of the presentation, Bobbitt contrasted later views with the
original opinions. "Despite his reputation,
Lawrence was actually a moralist. (He)

distinguishes between what he calls 'mental sex' and 'real sex.' "
Critics came to associate sex with beauty, and criticized those who saw their body
as a toy with which to play games. Man
cannot be truly happy unless his mind and
body are in harmony with one another,
Bobbitt noted.
By clearly defining the contrasting
critical reviews of Lady Chatterley's
Lover, and the attitudes of the audience
upon release, Bobbitt presented an interesting lecture, encouraging one to read
and study the book closely and formulate
his own ideas on Lawrence's "diseased
mind."

i
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'Close Encounters:'
Worthwhile, but flawed
Mark Charney
Entertainment Editor
Steven Spielberg, writer and director of
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind" is
certainly a remarkable individual.
Spielberg, still in his twenties, has managed to produce two of the nation's biggest
box office successes: first "Jaws," and
now "Close Encounters."
In "Jaws," Spielberg proved that he is
adept in his field. He managed to take a
mediocre work such as Benchley's
bestselling book, about a killer shark, and
transformed it into a thriller that kept people safely upon the shores. The market
became automatically swamped with
"Jaws" artifacts, including T-shirts, stuffed animals, and games. Even the theme
song became a top-forty hit.

\ 9

Spielberg has done it once again with
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind,"
though possibly no^to such an effective extent. Undoubtedly, there are "Close Encounters" T-shirts, magazines, and
games. The theme has again made topforty. Spielberg is approaching the profit
precedent set by his good friend George
Lucas ("Star Wars"), and each director
had enough foresight to invest in the
other's productions.
In spite of the recent UFO rage,
however, Spielberg does not completely
succeed with "Close Encounters of the
Third Kind." In "Close Encounters,"
Spielberg attempts to deal with direct contact with an alien being from another
world, and spends two and one-half hours
building to this contact. Its stars include
Richard Dreyfuss, Melinda Dillon, and
Terri Garr.
It is difficult to pinpoint where Spielberg
does not fully succeed, for the movie is excellent in so many respects. Director of
photography, Vilmos Zsigmond, deserves
the greatest amount of credit, for almost

each scene in the movie is beautiful. Zsigmond makes use of a wide spectrum of color to intensify and provide relief in each
respective scene. Zsigmond, more than
anyone else involved in the production of
the movie, makes "Close Encounters" a
visual pleasure.
This is not to detract from Douglas
Trumball's ("2001") special effects. With
twenty million dollars with which to work,
Trumball creates technical effects never
previously experienced on film. The last
forty-minute segment of the movie belongs
to Trumball, making the actual contact
with the alien one to "take one's breath
away." Even the alien is created with an
aura of beauty and grace which helps to
persuade the audience that they are indeed
witnessing direct contact.
Therefore, technically the movie is a .
work of art. So where do the failings enter
in? Possibly with Richard Dreyfuss, for
although he is one of the finest young actors in America today, he does not achieve
the full characterization seen in "The
Goodbye Girl." This is not to say that
Dreyfuss is ineffective, for he creates a
character with whom the audience is able
to empathize. By simply failing to achieve
his full potential, Dreyfuss makes some of
his actions seem questionable.
Melinda Dillon is better at achieving effective audience rapport, and youthful
wide-eyed Gary Guffey (who plays
Dillon's son) has the viewing audience
sighing with delight. If the movie belongs
to any one actor, it must be Guffey, for it is
through his innocent eyes that the audience is led through many of the se-.
quences.
Terri Garr, unfortunately, does no better
than her similar effort in "Oh God!" and
Francois Truffaut is often too stiff and formal. Other minor characters, such as Bob
Balaban as the interpreter, are adequate,

but not outstanding.
Also, at times Spielberg allows the
movie to drag. The first hour or so of
"Close Encounters" lags continuously,
and this detracts from the suspense which
Spielberg wants to create.

'Goodbye Girl' wins awards
By Mark Charney
Entertainment Editor

ml I

On Jan. 29, the annual Golden Globe
awards were handed out by the Hollywood
..Foreign Press Association. Though not as
widely acclaimed as the Academy Award
presentation, the Golden Globe award is
sometimes considered almost as
prestigious.
Hosted by Jill Ireland and her husband,
Charles Bronson, the award ceremony
honored several varied categories, including separate divisions for drama and
comedy.
"The Goodbye Girl," Neil Simon's
newest comedy, took top honors, winning
best screenplay, best comedy, best actress
(Marsha Mason, tied with Diane Keaton
from "Annie Hall"), and best actor
(Richard Dreyfuss).
"The Turning Point" won the award for
best dramatic picture, as well as best

director, but Jane Fonda was awarded the
best actress trophy in a dramatic role
from the movie "Julia." Vanessa
Redgrave, also from "Julia," won the
award for supporting actress.
Richard Burton captured his first award
in quite awhile for his performance in the
film version of the Broadway play Equus,
and his co-star Peter Firth won the best
supporting actor award from the same
film.
The Golden Globe awards also honored
those involved in the television medium.
Henry Winkler of "Happy Days" was
awarded his first Globe as best actor in a
comedy, and the best actress award went
deservingly to Carol Burnett. The award
for best comedy series went to "All in the
Family," while the unpopular "Lou
Grant" captured the best dramatic series
award. "Roots" won the award for the best
television series.

Illusionist explores occult
The live performance of "World of Illusion" featuring Andre Kole, one of the
world's leading illusionists, will be
presented Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium.
Kole's full-stage production of illusion
has baffled more than 70 million people on
five continents. "World of Illusion" explores the occult, transcendental levitation
and dematerialization, communication
with the dead and controversial mysteries

of our time such as the Bermuda Triangle.
In "World of Illusion," Kole gives an incredible presentation using illusion and
special stage effects to recreate
phenomena baffling to the human mind.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
International, Andre Kole's World of Illusion is perhaps one of the most thoughtprovoking presentations of our time.
i * * * *

In spite of the shortcomings, "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" is a movie well
worth seeing. Artistically beautiful,
"Close Encounters" creates question and
brings anxieties to the surface—and that is
what a good movie is all about.

this week
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Caffrey Benefit in Edgar's, 8 p.m.; donation of $1

German play, Daniel Aud., 8 p.m.
Local talent in Edgar's, 8:30 p.m.
Short Courses: Marriage; bridge; firstaid; camping gear

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Basketball (men), Stetson
Basketball (women), College of
Charleston
Ski trip
Wild Goose Chase

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Free Flock: "Dirty Dozen," 8 p.m., YMCA
Wild Goose Chase
Gallery Exhibit: George Harknessje,
Black Awareness, thru Feb. 11

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6

French film, 315 Daniel, 7:30 p.m.
Intrmrl. soccer entries open
Videotape: thru Feb. 12, Stevie Wonder
Short Courses: Chair caning; dulcimer
making; backgammon; Sound and Lights;
ballroom dancing; furniture refinishing

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Basketball (men), Wake Forest
Basketball (women), Erskine, 5:15p.m.
Last day to drop a subject w/o record

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Concert Series: Moscow Chorale, Coliseum, 8p.m.
ACC Basketball Women's Tournament
at Charlottesville, Va.
Short Courses: Square dancing;
memory systems; self-management; freelance writing; journal-keeping

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Bethany, Ezell, Blakeslee in Edgar's,
8:30p.m.; 50*
Valentine's Dance

Seen A Play, Movie, Or Concert ?
Want To Comment On It?
Call Mark Charney 656-2150
» * ft a * t «
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arts / entertainment
Quintet performs music of Sigmund Romburg
By Jim Stovall
Features Writer
iThe Clemson University department of
Susie presented its first Chamber Music
feries concert Wednesdsy night in Daniel
Jail Auditorium. Entitled "An Evening
lith Sigmund Romberg," it featured
iculty members performing the opera
hd theater music of Romberg in solo and
hsemble.
|Singers were Doris Hill, soprano; WanCampbell, mezzo-soprano; William
ampbell, tenor; Robert Hill, tenor; and
evin Davidson, bass. Accompanying the
gintet on piano was Linda Barlage. The
rector was John Butler.

Romberg was a prolific composer, having written 56 musicals and operettas in a
40-year time span. His music thrilled audiences at a time when the American
musical theater was at its height, and the
lure of the movie palaces had not yet
become as strong as it is today.
The works performed include selections
from "The Student Prince" (1924), "The
Desert Song" (1926), and "The New
Moon" (1928). Each reflects the romantic
mood of the Roaring Twenties, complete
with '' flappers'' and speak-easy bars.
The initial pieces from "The Student
Prince" were a little awkward, and the
hollow sound of the auditorium took a little
getting used to, but the audience quickly
warmed to the familiar strains of the

Culture comes to Central
{The dream of a culture center has come
Tie to citizens of Central. It was made
hssible through the town's support and
buntless hours of work.
ICentral Culture Center began as an
jmndoned schoolhouse which the city was
Bing as a library in one room and craft
lasses in the basement. Now the old
Ihool is complete with a theatre, scout
leeting rooms, a senior citizens center
ind the library.
["People of Central wanted the
fhoolhouse to be restored, but it looked
ripossible because the shape the building
vas in; the windows were out and the
Igeons were in," said Arthur Fear, who
(is helped with the center.
[Beginning in January 1977, a fund rais-

ing drive with a $15,000 goal began with attic sales, donation campaigns and various
fund raising efforts as workers began to
clean up and rebuild the theatre.

"Drinking Song," sung by Robert Hill.
Doris Hill sang the tender "Deep in My
Heart, Dear," and the whole group joined
in unison to sing "Marching Song."
Moving quickly from selection to selection, the second set of songs came from
"The Desert Song." The most enjoyable
piece in this set was "French Military
Marching Song," a rather corny — but fun
— romance sung by the entire group. Even
if one missed the concert, he can understand the romantic, fantasy nature of
Romberg's work from such titles as
"Eastern and Western Love," and "If One
Flower Grows Alone in Your Garden."
The best selections of the concert came
from the final group. The Hill's fine duet
rendition of "Wanting You" was great,
and the Morrish rhythms of "Softly, as in a
Morning Sunrise" brought visions of a
place far away. The humorous dialogue
between Doris Hill and Wanda Campbell in
"One Kiss" was terrific, as the first sings
of "One kiss, one man" and the other
replies, "You've been reading stories."

Though the musical quality of the concert was often less than excellent, and the
sound of Barlage's piano was a little cold
and heartless, the concert was nonetheless
a truly enjoyable one.
The next program in the University Concert Series will be the Moscow Chorale,
performing in Littlejohn Coliseum at 8
p.m. on Feb. 9. Following that will be the
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, with
Michael Tilson-Thomas conducting, on
Feb. 21, also in Littlejohn.

Fear emphasized that the project was
completed because of the services of
numerous people. Also, he said, "It was
renovated by the people except for the
plasterers and carpet layers."
The theatre is ready for the production
of the Clemson Little Theatre to be performed beginning this week, February 2-7.
The production will be "Mary, Mary."
Also, the Clemson Area Youth Theatre will
give the production of "The Wizard of Oz"
scheduled for February 23-26.

—STARRING—
WILLIAM KATT • SUSAN DEY
R-RATED TV STAR "PARTRIDGE
' FAMILY-

clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

STARTS FRI
SHOWS 7:20-9:

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9,1978
Littlejohn Coliseum 8:00 p.m. Clemson, S.C.
DIRECT
THE

SOVIET

FROM
UNION!!!

The kind of singing for which Russian choruses are famous. A mixed
program of classical and folk music
from Russia, Italy and France.
NO CHARGE FOR CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WITH
VALIDATED ACTIVITY CARDS.
Present card at Gates 3,4 or 5 for admission. Others present season
ticket, or individual tickets on sale
at Gate 5. $3.00 for adults; $1.00 for
children 16 and under. Special Clemson student date tickets on sale for
$1.00.
i

CHORALE

i
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Aja keeps Steely Dan's sense of uniqueness
tally came out the same afternoon as did
the Rolling Stones' live LP. Steely Dan
took the top, though. Aja is the first Steely
Dan album to break into the top five on the
charts.
Gary Katz did a fine job producing the
album, and the recording quality is excellent. This sound virtue makes for a
superb album with enough rock and jazz
influences to please most anyone. The
lyrics are catchy, however puzzling. But
then, has anyone ever been able to
decipher Steely Dan's lyrics?

Heroes
David Bowie

Aja
Steely Dan
By Tim Durden
Steely Dan is the unlikeliest supergroup
— maybe because there is no group. Two
characters named Walter Becker and
Donald Fagen write and construct the
songs, then expertly select highly skilled
studio musicians to play their parts.
Aja is their latest album, their previous
being The Royal Scam in 1976. It signals a
new maturity being sought, and maintains
Steely Dan's sense of uniqueness. Ever
since Pretzel Logic in 1974, they have toned down the rock sound, and taken a direction forward into the field of jazz.
On Aja, Becker and Fagen searched and
incorporated jazz artists such as saxophonist Steve Gadd, guitarist Steve Kahn
and tenor saxophonist Wayne Shorter.
Although the compositions appear to be
moving away from commerciality, they
have ironically achieved commercial success. When Aja was released, it acciden-

By Len Robertson
Heroes, by David Bowie, certainly is not
his best work, but he does retain some
quality in his latest release. Creating a
sophisticated version of "punk rock,"
Bowie initially pounds out a simple 4/4
count with lyrics that make you wonder if
there is some hidden philosophy in them.
Though Bowie weaves in and out of different themes, he keeps side A musically
constant.
Switching to side B, however, Bowie
creates a wholly different effect. Relying
on instruments alone, he moves through a
number of unique musical expressions.
Beginning with a song that could very well
be a theme to some space-age fantasy
movie, Bowie radically changes to a series
of instrumentals that are reminiscent of
Pink Floyd's "Echoes."
Ending the side, however, Bowie jumps
back into the 4/4 count and sings "The.
Secret Life of Arabia," which leaves you
wondering once again what Bowie's secret
is.
Musically, the album is fair, while
Bowie's voice and lyrics remain undoubtedly similar to past recordings. An
intense love for Bowie, however, would be

the only motivation for the purchase of his
latest, Heroes.

Way Ion and Willie
Way Ion Jennings and Willie Nelson
Proclaiming "what country music needs
'right now' is the Waylon and Willie
album," Chet Flippo of the Rolling Stone
magazine praises the recording exceedingly. My contention, however, is that
Willie Nelson does not need Waylon Jennings. Joining and spotlighting each other
on various songs, the two produce what I
consider to be a mediocre recording.
Serving to offset the gentle, easy-going
style of Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings
belches his way through the majority of
the cuts. Hence, it tends to be a relief when
Willie gets his turn.
Beginning the album with "Mamas
Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be
Cowboys," the two strike up a western
tune that is barely salvaged by Willie's
adaptive voice. Two songs later, the duo
performs "Pick Up the Tempo," which, in
all honesty, is Waylon's only semisuccessful attempt.

Turning the album over, the listener can
further expect to hear a completely butchered version of Fleetwood Mac's "Gold
Dust Woman" by "golden-throated"
Waylon. In the meantime, Willie sits back
taking his turns modestly and aids the best
he can during the duos.
Overall, the album is strictly country
with little or no outstanding instrumentals.
Unless you are an avid Waylon Jennings
fan, avoid this album.

Adjoining Suites
Aztec Two-Step
Adjoining Suites, by Aztec Two-Step, is a
quaint album that offers the listener not
only quality "easy listening," but also a
refreshing note of optimism in the lyrics.
Differing somewhat from earlier albums,;
the group has developed a light and breezy
form of jazz that connects beautifully withj
the carefree voices.
If you are looking for an album to accompany an intimate friend and a bottle of
wine, this may just be what you need.

Trustees Medal contest set
One of the oldest surviving traditions of
Clemson University will be continued Feb.
20 with the holding of the finals of the 73rd
annual Competition for the Trustees
Medal.
Any full-time student who has not
previously won the medal may enter the
contest. Speeches must not exceed 10
minutes in length and may be on any subject the speaker considers appropriate.
The speech must be an original composition and must not have been used, either
partially or entirely, in any previous
public speaking contest.

Tournament director Chuck Montgomery stressed that all entries must be
turned in, in person, to him at 313 Strode
Tower.
The preliminary round of competition
for this year's Trustees Medal will be
Wednesday, Feb. 15. Entry forms may be
picked up in the English department office, 101 Strode, or from Montgomery. The
entry forms must be turned in by 5 p.m. on
Monday, Feb. 13.
All students and staff are invited to the
final round which will be held Monday,
Feb. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium.

CAN'T FIND YOUR BOOK?

WEINERKING
FAST FREE
Delivery
Dial 654-2008
123 By-Pass Seneca Road Clemson
Hey! Weiner King now presents a free delivery exclusively for campus residents.
Make your pick from our fanfasf ic menu af regular prices.

Come to

THE OPEN BOOK
where our harrassed and distracted staff will gladly order for you,
at no extra charge, paperback and hardcover titles that aren't
available locally. Our main store at Bell Tower Shopping Center,
Greenville carries over 15,000 titles: our wholesaler-only days
away by U.P.S.-boasts over 30,000 titles.
And if your book isn't among them, we will order directly from
the publisher.
Finally, if your book is out-of-print, we will refer you to houses
that search for rare and out-of-print titles.

Frankfooters 12" with musfard, onions, and chili

994

Big Frank V* lb. with mustard, onions, and chili

994

Regular Hot Dog with mustard, onions, chili

594

Cheese Hot Dog with mustard, onions, chili, and cheese
Weiner King Special with mustard, onions, cheese, chili and slaw

664
694

Slaw dog with mustard, onions, and slaw

664

Kraut dog with mustard, onions, chili, and slaw

664

extra condiments: cheese, slaw, chili, kraut—add 5c each on reg. hot dog
add ion each on frankfooter and Big Frank

THE OPEN BOOK

King Burger Deluxe-mayonnaise, lettuce, tomatoes, pickles, and ketchup, onions, V*
lb. pattie; cheese 8c extra
W4
Corn Dog with mustard
564
Onion rings
594
French Fries
;
554
Apple or Lemon Pie
404
Drinks:
Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, Orange, 7-UP, 15oz
404
Coffee, milk, hot chocolate
304

654-6785

Campus delivery—6pm to 10pm daily
Minimum order $1.50

Come by The Mall or Call

UNIV. SQ. MALL
Mon-Sat 10AM-9PM

1
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campus bulletin
Classified

Announcements
Alpha Gamma Rho, the professional
agricultural fraternity stressing scholarship
4 brotherhood, is sponsoring a drop-in at
lr,eir home, 113 Calhoun St., Clemson. The
drop-in is for all young men in agricultural &
biological sciences or other related
backgrounds. Come see what a real fraternilv house is all about on Feb. 9, from 7-11 p.m.
at the Alpha Gamma Rho house. Dress will
be coat & tie. Call 654-6091 or 654-3351 for further details.
The Red Cross is critically low on blood
Ihis year Help the Red Cross help those who
need blood by coming to the Y, Wednesday.
Feb. 8.

Mu Beta Psi is looking for talented individuals and groups to participate in its 20th
annual Spring Sound to be held March 16.
Auditions will beheld Feb. 20& 23. Sign up in
the music dept. office (717 Strode Tower) by
Feb. 17.. For further information, contact
Wendy Draeger at 656-8530.

Lost: One heavy leather coat between Le
Mans Apt. and Sourdough *s. belonging to one
freezing, desperate person. It could have
blown anywhere. If found, please return to
Lever 4A2, or call 656-6505. Ask for Mark.

The Zoology Club will meet at 8 in 316 Long
on Tuesday, Feb. 7. Mike Lennartz, project
leader, U.S. Forest Service, will be the guest
speaker.

For sale: Turntable. Elac miracord model
45 direct-rim drive with Shure RS-70 cartridge. Fully automatic with deluxe base and
cover, dust bug and antistatic fluid. $100
negotiable. Call Dave at 8268 or come by
C515 JohnstoneHall.

Hey! Catch a bally high at your local
union. We have 10 pinball machines waiting
to turn you on!!!

MILES &
CRENSHAW
Restaurant &
Cafeteria
HOME-COOKED
MEALS
$2.00-$2.25

GRADUATING STUDENTS
NEED TO RELOCATE?
OUR MACHINE WILL HELP
YOU FOR FREE

Lost: Timex quartz-crystal watch with
black twist-o-flex band. Lost somewhere on
west campus — probably on cross-country
track. $5 reward Call Alvon Elrod, 654-5543.'
For sale: diving gear — 72 cubic-foot steel
tank with J-value and regulator and
pressure gauge. Good condition. $200: will
negotiate. Call 656-6525 anytime.
Female singer wanted to sing with
"Goldsmith." Weekend work. Must have
good stage appearance and be able to sing
top-40 music. 654-4671.

Southern Womens
Services, Inc.
'Problem Pregnancy Counseling
"Abortion Counseling & Services
'Free pregancy testing
'Family Planning &
Birth control
services
'Trained Counselors
'Speakers for
schools & civic
groups

home with us, a photo of it will be

I Moving Machine? Free?

instantly Hashed to families moving
I Exactly. Our ERA (Electronic Realty
I Associates) Moving Machine is a
Ismail, electronic marvel through

here. And, it's a fact that out-oftown

buyers

buy

four-out-of-ten

Price includes
drink & dessert

homes.

iwhich we are able to send or reI ceive electronic photos of home

Or, if you're being transferred, drop

[listings,

by and go picture home-hunting in
your destination city. In minutes.

I As a Member Broker of the ERA

Pass the word. ERA. Best way to

I network of independent Realtors,

buy or set! a home anywhere. And

I Ihis means that when you list your

ERA service is free.

On the Square, Pendleton

GAGE REALTY
RO. Box 390 -124 Strode Circle
Clemson, S.C. 29631
Office: 654-1220
Home: 654-1236

•Egg?-

6 am-8 pm
Monday-Saturday

All Day Banking
'South Carolina National
Member FDIC

How to get
a quiet village in the
Smokies jumping.

1614 TWO NOTCH ROAD
COLUMBIA, SC
29204
TELEPHONE (803) 779-8352

^

Jobs available: at Camp Hope near Clemson. Mid-June through mid-August. Various
positions paying salary plus room and board.
High school seniors and older. Call 803-6562477 for appointment or see Mr. White in the
FRR Building. Clemson University, room
270.

Personals
Happy Birthday. Gayle!
Happy Birthday. Don! Love from the four
musketeers (S, B. D&H)

t

Now Open
Fast Free
Delivery

Ph. 654-6990

ATTENTION
Any student organization requesting funds for the
1978-79 school year needs to come by the student
government office to pick up a request form.

Your organization must:
1. Be recognized by the Clemson University Student
Senate.
2. Return the form by the Feb. 6 deadline.

. '

3. Sign up for an interview with the Finance Committee by Feb. 6.
Begin with your own college group. Then make Fontana Village
Resort the destination for your next get-together, whether you're planning a low-profile weekend or setting a date for your winter formal.
It's an enchanting time of the year in the Great Smokies and a
beautiful season to escape the campus and get away to the mountains.
The Inn at Fontana Village offers a storybook setting you'll long
remember, whether you're kicking up your heels or relaxing in front
of a roaring fire. Help us liven up our mountain village this winter.
For more information about Fontana Village and our special
student group rates, call us collect at (704) 498-2211. Fontana Village
Resort, Fontana Dam, N.C. 28733.

FOnTAIlAVILLAGc
RESORT
mu •

nun

The
four-seasons
place to be.
•
' ■ t ■ 11111'<
. >

« . <

4. Bring 7 copies of a detailed budget with you to
your interview.
I
Because of more stringent emergency funding
guidelines, all organizations must go through this
process by Feb. 6 if they hope to receive funds for
next year.

fi
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the tiger
Wilhelm sees promise, but no World Series
By Richard Brooks
Sports Writer
Spring practice began Monday afternoon for the 21st Clemson baseball team of
Tiger coach Bill Wilhelm The 1978 edition
of the Tiger baseball team hopes to match
the success of last year's team. There are,
however, some big gaps in the lineup that
took the field in Omaha last year.
Pitcher Ron Musselman and AllAmerican second baseman Bill Wingo, two
of the four who will not be returning, were
claimed by graduation. The other two, AllACC outfielder Dave Caldwell and All-ACC
catcher Bill Foley, were taken in the professional draft; each had a year of
eligibility remaining.
Coach Wilhelm will miss the bats of
Wingo (.333), Foley (.315), and Caldwell
(.284) which accounted for one-third of the
team's RBI production and over half the
home runs of last year's team. Missed
even more, though, will be the 12 games
Muselman won on the mound which accounted for over a fourth of the team's
total wins. Musselman was one of the few
bright spots on a staff some say was the
scapegoat in last season's World Series
downfall.
Pitching, according to Coach Wilhelm, is
the most important facet of the game. He
feels that the key to the coming season is
how much the pitching staff can prove and
how well the void left by the graduation of
Musselman can be filled.
Tommy Qualters is the only senior on
this year's staff. He was very effective in
the beginning of last season, compiling a 60 record before developing shoulder problems.
Brian Snyder is another pitcher who was
effective in limited action last year.
Snyder had the team's best-earned run
average at 1.19 and a 4-1 record. These
were sandwiched in between an earlyseason illness and an injury sustained
while stopping a line drive the hard way

against Wake Forest.
Other pitchers who appeared in at least
10 games last year and will probably see
action this season are Dave Woessner (6-2;
2.60 ERA), Randy Quintrell (5-3; 5.35), and
PaulSchmitt(2-0;3.81).
The Tiger infield is sound even without

the All-American presence of Wingo. On
the left side, Pete Peltz and Robert Bonnette return at third base and shortstop,
respectively. Peltz had a .329 batting
average with four home runs last season.
Bonnette also had four homers along with
a .324 average.

Steve Nilsson returns at first base for
the Tigers. Nilsson batted .249 with three
home runs last season, as well as leading
the team in stolen bases. Gene Wisniewski
appears to be Wingo's replacement at second base. He hit .286 in 19 games last
season
In short, Coach Wilhelm has the problem
that most coaches like to have: too much
talent in the outfield.
Neil Simons and Billy Weems, the
team's two leading hitters last season,
return to their positions in the outfield!
Simons hit .376 last year while Weems bat- .
ted .340. The other outfield spot will go
either- to Tony Masone, at Clemson on a
football scholarship, or to junior college"
transfer Steve Youngman.
Replacing Foley at catcher will not
prove to be as much of a problem as was
expected for Wilhelm. Bill Schroeder, a
designated hitter and part-time catcher
last year, will probably start behind the
plate with some stiff competition from
David Buffamoyer, another junior college
transfer. Last season, Schroeder had a .272
batting average with four home runs.
Coach Wilhelm's designated hitter this
year will be Alan Hoover (227 last season),
who is here on a basketball scholarship.
Coach Wilhelm was not too optimistic
about a return to the College World Series
this season, and rightfully so. The law of
average is against the Tigers' making
another trip to Omaha. Very few teams,
with the exception of Arizona State and
Southern Cal, have ever made three consecutive appearances in the World Series.
The fact that Clemson has been to Omaha
the past two years makes it unlikely that it
will return this season.
The Tigers' schedule is also against a
repeat of last year's success. Included is
the usual tough ACC schedule, as well as
defending NAIA champion Lewis. Also included on the schedule are the usual
University of South Carolina games.

Zones, mental preparation keys to Tiger problem
By Cobb Oxford
Sports Writer
The stage is set for the 1978 Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament — and Clemson has the ball. They score and
win the championship, thus quieting their critics. Now
before laughing too loudly, please consider that we do
have a talented basketball team, but the question is asked
everywhere: "What is going wrong?"

TRAILING
THE
TIGER

There have been several factors this winter which have
left Clemson fans with their mouths open and the team
with unexcited looks on the court. The excuses and
criticisms are great in number and a few of them deserve
exploring.
First alibi: since we don't have Tree, we cannot be improved. This is not true because before Saturday night in
Chapel Hill, the Tigers had stayed with practically
everyone on the boards. Sure, Tree was an intimidator but
anyone seven feet tall could scare even the greatest
shooters. Tree's offense was not dominating, so his scoring could be replaced.
Next alibi: the team has attitude problems and therejs
jealousy for playing time. This tends to be false, according to the coaches and players, because they only
want to talk about the positive effects of the team. Playing
time is no problem, since the bench is cleaned with
regularity every three minutes in an attempt to find the
right combination.
Another sore spot for the Tigers this year is the effort on
the court — or the lack of it. Since our style of play has
slowed down, the players tend to stand around outside the
zone and do unusual things with a basketball...like bouncing it off their feet and throwing long, high passes out of
bounds. After a shot, the players seem to be mystified that
the ball doesn't go into the hoop — and therefore, they are
only getting the 25-foot jump shot, instead of a snowbird,
on the offensive rebound.
Effort and bad shooting all lead to one thing: lack of
thinking or mental planning on the basketball floor. The
Tigers just do not seem to be mentally sharp on either end
of the floor. In the ACC, bad mental play leads to the
cellar.
With the talent Clemson has, any shooting below 45 per
cent should not be blamed on anyone but the team and its
lack of concentration. More time-outs should be used
when the Tigers are still in the game and not watching the
opponents reel off 12 or more points while Clemson fails to
score at all.
This year's
Tigers have created a new disease named
. f •« t *

"zoneitis." The definition of this disease is a fear, or lack
of knowledge, about the zone defense. The first symptoms
appeared in Columbia-in early December and the disease
has developed very nearly into a terminal case.
The Tigers have forced passes and shots into the zones,
instead of moving the ball and looking for the open shot.
Patience is good, but that is not the Tigers' style of
game. Next year, the pattern offense must be improved
because the Tigers are going to see zone defense until they
burn the nets for a few games in a row.
There is a strong possibility that Clemson will go
without a victory against the Tobacco Road schools. Two
defeats to UNC, one to Duke at home, one to N.C. State
away, and one to Wake Forest away leaves only three
more tries for a victory over one member of the Big Four.
There is not much doubt that this season — the limbo
year of Clemson's suspension — is an important one for
the program. Next year will tell the tale about whether the
Tigers have truly arrived on the ACC basketball scene, or
if the program again will enter the doldrums of cage
mediocrity. All teams in the ACC should be improved next
year, especially Maryland and Duke, so the Tigers had
better hustle to create a winning basketball tradition at a
"football" school.
Early-season injuries and close losses possibly left the
Tigers wondering about their abilities and luck. Injuries
have played a big part in dampening the confidence of a
few of the players. Shooting touches have been hardened
and defensive abilities have been questioned.
Early conference overtime losses to North Carolina and
Wake Forest were true blows to the team, the fans, and
everyone connected with Clemson. To have a victory so
close and then have it ripped from your grips is a true
spirit-breaker.
Another question that comes up is, "Will future basketball recruiting be hurt by the suspension?" The answer is
a loud "no" from the program, but certainly these three
years will scar the recruiting efforts of the future. Once an
image is established, it is hard to shake and no matter
what
(Continued to page 23)
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sports
Former star Wise sentenced for drug charges
By Chick Jacobs
Sports Editor
The long, often-uncertain story of Skip
Wise came to an end last week in a courtroom in his home town of Baltimore. The
former Clemson basketball standout amd
All-ACC star was sentenced to 12 years in
federal prison for the possession and
distribution of heroin.
The former All-America high school star
who left Clemson amid rumors of illegal
recruiting practices was convicted in midDecember of selling heroin to a federal
narcotics agent. It was the second such
conviction for Wise.
He was given a one-year suspended
sentence for possession of the narcotic
earlier in the year.
Wise, who averaged 23 points per game
at Baltimore's local basketball factory,
Dunbar High School, came to Clemson in
the spring of 1974 after being recruited by
then-coach Tates Locke.
During his one-year stay at the university, Wise became recognized as one of the
most talented freshmen ever to play ACC
basketball. In the meetings with UNC,
Wise dominated another heavily recruited
player Locke just missed. His name was
Phil Ford.
At the same time, Wise also was
demoted periodically to the bench for
disciplinary reasons: At one point he was
benched for an entire game against
Louisville for failing to report on time for
practice sessions.
These benchings, plus a nagging ankle
injury, failed to keep him from scoring 18.5
points per game while sparking the team

SKIP WISE, SHOWN here in action against N.C. State was a key to Clemson's
basketball turnaround in 1974-75.
to 18 wins. For his efforts, Wise became
the first freshman ever to make the All-

ACC team's first string.
Not only was the ACC, and subsequently

the NCAA, interested in Skip Wise, but the
ABA showed more than a passing fancy in
Baltimore's prize athlete. The fledgling
Baltimore Claws offered Wise a $750,000
contract to sign with them.
Despite advice to play college ball for at
least another year, Wise left Clemson in
the fall of 1975 for an offer that seemed too
good to be true. It turned out it was too
good to be true. The Claws folded without
ever playing a game (or paying Wise} and ,
the Clemson star found himself being dealt
to another struggling group, the San Antonio Spurs.
The Spurs cut Wise after two games (he
didn't play in either game), and he found
himself out of a job and out of the money he
signed for. His lawsuits of the ABA, NBA,
and Baltimore Claws have not been settled.
Outside of a rumor that Wise would
return to Clemson, a la Oregon State's
Ronnie Shelton, little more was heard of
him until his arrest for narcotics violations. He stated that when he was ready to
finish his education, he would like to return
to Clemson.
Under law, it was possible for the
sentence against Wise to be reduced
because of his rough background. He was
raised in a low socio-economic area of
Baltimore, and the sentence might be
lowered to five years.
However, the judge who heard Wise's
case stated that Wise had had an opportunity to improve himself through his
athletic abilities and had not done so. He ,
also cited the large number of young people who looked up to people like Wise and
said that Wise had let them down.
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tiger
sports shop
654-1719
downtown

The MAD ARAB is proud of his NIKE collection: Nikes have been
the hottest selling shoes at the tiger sports shop this year. We are
now fully stocked on yet two more Nikes
The incomparable
Nike LD 1000

The Austro-Daimler frame is a precisely
engineered suspension system, designed to
deliver optimum ride and handling in
competition. We believe that no other
production machine offers the same
combination of quality construction and
high performance.
Austro-Daimler bicycles are sold only
in the finest professional bicycle
iSI^
stores. We're proud to be one of them.^W'

Quality Repairs on all makes and models.
Parts and accessories. Authorized dealer
for Exxon-Graftek. Moped Sales and Service.

brother*

Downtown
Phone 654-6821

bicycles of clemson
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a truly magnificient running shoe, for those who
want nothing short of the
best for their daily excursions, sizes 6V2-12V2 at
$37.95 in brilliant gold with
an orange Nike stripe

the white all-court shoe
with the blue Nike stripe,
excellent shoe for basketball, racquetball, tennis
and squash sizes 6-13,
$16.95

We are offering a 25% off
sale on all of our orange,
white and other sweaters in
stock, as well as our orange
or navy blue polar jackets
with the Clemson emblemit's one whole rack, to keep
you warm in this ridiculously
cold weather

we are fully stocked (for a
while anyhow) with the
Nike All-Court

Our warmup sale is still going on, but our stock is getting a little thinner, since we
have been selling a ton of
those winning ways warmups at 20% off. As long as
people want them, we will
sell them 20% off. Come take
a look. We have men's
models, unisex models, mix
and match jackets and pants,
as well as designer created
ladies' warmups.
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Sports Briefs

Ruggers win again, eye New Orleans tournament
By John McManus
Special to the'Tiger
The Tiger rugby club is rolling
toward Mardi Gras. At the rugby
field here last Sunday, both "A"
and "B" teams overcame the
Greenville Rugby Football Club
in the last tune-up before the 65team tournament outside New
Orleans this weekend.
Behind two tries (similar to
football touchdowns) by hooker
Frank Davenport, Clemson's
"A" side beat Greenville 27-12. In
the second game, prop Bryant
Brown and wing Ben Green provided a 12-0rTiger, victory. Clemson is now 3-0 on the season;
Greenville, 0-2.
Although Clemson won handily,
both games were plagued with errors. Hospital passes, poor rucking and arm-wave tackling kept
the Tigers from dominating the
game.
Clemson has been a regular
visitor to the Mardi Gras tournaments in Hammond,
La.—about 25 miles north of New
Orleans, but the Tigers have not
been regular contenders. In 1976
the team won six games and lost
one to win the consolation division. It was the best recent showing the club can boast of.

Bowling

Lacrosse

Last Saturday the Clemson Bowling
Club hosted North Carolina A&T University. The Clemson men, led by Dave Phelps,
remained undefeated by posting a 69-21
win.
Phelps bowled a 1035 set with games of
227, 215, and 213. For Clemson it was their
most consistent match of the year, as the
team scored over 920 every game and
averaged 187 per man.
The match was closely contested early,
but A&T's lack of depth allowed an easy
victory. Other fine scores were turned in
by Charlie Hoffecker with 226 and 200
Bruce Barnett with a 209 and 936 set, and
Mark Herrin and Kirk Vandoren each adding a 203.
The women's team was not so fortunate,
as they were defeated by a very strong
A&T team. Two A&T women averaged 190
for the day, making it tough on the Clemson team. However, the women did
manage to bowl several good games. Chris
Hill rolled a nice 211 game, Betsy Becht
had a 177, and Laura Murphey added a 167
Next weekend, Feb. 4 and 5, the team
has two very important matches against
UNCC on Saturday and University of Tennessee on Sunday — both to begin at 1:00
PM. Tiger fans are urged to come and help
the team bid for its third consecutive divisional title.

The Clemson Lacrosse Club began
preparation this week for an undefeated
Spring season. The team was undefeated
this past fall while posting two wins over
defending champions USC.
The team returns 22 players from the
fall with all starters returning. With
several new players expected to come out,
Coach Bryan Thomas believes that the
Clemson club will be the best in their conference.
Anyone with any amount of experience
or interest is encouraged to come try out
for the team. The team has already heard
that they will be accepted into the United
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association (USILA). Being a young team with a
lot t)f potential, the future looks bright for
Clemson lacrosse.

Wrestling
Tuesday night, the Clemson Tiger grapplers ripped the South Carolina State
Bulldogs, 41-5. Five decisions, three pins
and one default paved the way for the
runaway mat win. This victory raised the
Tigers' season record to seven victories
and two setbacks.
Coach Schalles's charges recorded their
fifth victory in a row, and they averaged
an early-season loss to the Bulldogs. Mike
Morrill, Larry Cohen and Mark Lowe all
recorded pins in the divisions below 167
pounds, thus helping the Tigers build up a
large early lead.
Earlier in the week, the Tigers recorded
a double victory, including a significant
win and a forfeit. The Tigers will be on the
road for the next two weeks. They travel to
Virginia to take on the Cavaliers the Feb
4, and then journey to Western Carolina
the 7th.

Hear women's basketball this Saturday
on WSBF 88.1 The Lady Tigers will
ill;

meet Georgia State at 5:15 p.m.

NOTICE
TO ALL INTERMURAL
BASKETBALL TEAMS:

the ###
tiger m*
sports shop

Join Joel Cook & WSBF for the action.
aHK
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Mr. Knickerbocker
has Largest Selection

Special team discount: It 3 or more members
of your team buy shoes or team T-shirts or
shorts at The Tiger Sports Shop at the same
time we will be happy fo offer each purchaser a
15% DISCOUNT. This special is good through
February 11,1978. (Sale items not included).

Shirts, Jeans, Sweaters, Sweatervests, Jackets

Expensi

.

THE CLEMSON AREA JAYCEES INVITE YOU TO JOIN THEM

AND
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CHARLEY PELL

Students, faculty and staff of
Clemson University (men aged
18-35) are invited to a special
dinner at the Holiday Inn on
Thursday, February 16. Coach
Charley Pell will be the guest
speaker. Come at 7:00 PM and
chat with Coach Pell and the
Jaycees. The buffet meal will
cost $5.50 plus tax & tips. Reservation required by February
13.

FOR DINNER
To reserve a space, call Art
Hartzog (656-2461/654-1995),
James Chu (654-4853), or Ken
Head (654-6041).
The Jaycees are meeting each
Tuesday at the Hungry Bull for
lunch. Regular meetings are
first Thursdays at 7:30 PM at
the Hungry Bull.
We invite you to become one of
us.
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DINE-IN

SPECIAL
SPHAGETTI
and MEATSAUCE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Jaycees... help people

become.
,i iiii. ■
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5:00p.m. to 1:00a.m.
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encers claim first UNC win Basketball-what's wrong?
Clemson fencing coach Charlie Poteat
finally got one of his biggest wishes recently—his team beat his old alma mater. The
fencers claimed their first win ever over
the UNC Tar Heels, 15-12.
"They don't know, how to lose to us,"
Poteat smiled. "Since it never happened
before, they were shocked about the whole
thing."
The Tigers trailed early in the match,
losing five meets while winning two. They
took the next eight to go up 10-5. UNC
rallied, but they fell short with Clemson
clinching the match at 14-9.
Leading scorers for the Tigers included
Gus Johnson in the foil who finished with a
3-0 slate, while Steve Rehshaw and Jim
Heck had 2-1 records in the sabre.
Almost lost in the win over the Heels was
a 22-5 massacre of Georgia Southern.
"They just weren't m our league," Poteat
noted.
Poteat, a four-year swordsman and twoyear assistant coach at UNC, felt that the
Heels knew that his charges were good,

"but there was just nothing they could do
about it. We were ready to beat them, and
that's what we did."
The loss was the second in the ACC for
the Heels. Both UNC and Clemson have
losses this year to Maryland. "They aren't
any better than we are," Poteat commented. "We played them early in the
season, and they were more ready than we
were.
"That's a problem we had last year
which we are trying to avoid. We were too
good, too early. Fencers can peak too soon,
just like other athletes. We were worn out
by the ACC tournament.
"So this year, we've been taking it
easier. We may have lost an early season
match we should have won, but we'll be a
better team for it in the tournament."
Poteat noted that his team would be
wary of its next ACC opponent, though.
N.C. State, another team Clemson has
never beaten in fencing, will come to
Jervey Athletic Center Feb. 11 at 10 a.m.

Tennis team prepares
for Spring season
By Peter O'Leary
Sports Writer
With spring sports almost here, the tennis team is ready, reports head coach
Chuck Kriese.
The team had a very good fall season,
winning the Clemson Fall Tennis Classic
by beating such teams as North Carolina,
N.C. State, and Duke. In addition, Mike
Gandolfo and David Lader have been invited to,play in the NCAA indoor tennis
championship this Saturday. The future
looks very good for Clemson tennis fans.
The starting lineup is made up entirely
of freshmen and sophomore players. "But
this is one of the team's strong points,"
Coach Kriese stated. "All of the starters
are young, eager, and fierce competitors.
Also, while they were in high school, all
seven starters had national exposure in
tennis tournaments."
Leading the team is Mark Beuchler
playing number-one seed, and Mike Gandolfo in the number-two spot.
Another strong point of the team is the

physical fitness of the players. "We're the
most fit team in the Southeast," Coach
Kriese stated. Training goes on for eight
months of the school year with a break in
December.
The players go through a strengthconditioning program three days a week
for an hour each day. There are also 30
minutes of running after practice every
day. In the summer the players play on a
tournament circuit on their own. "Selfmotivation is our number-one asset," said
Kriese.
The schedule this year is a tough one. "I
could schedule a 28-2 record every year,"
said Kriese, "but I play the best teams in
the United States because we want Clemson to be one of the best teams." Facing
the Tigers this year will be five of the top10 teams in the nation, including Trinity,
which is ranked number two.
Other top-10 teams that the Tigers face
will be SMU, Texas, Georgia, and TCU. "I
want to be in the top 10 by spring of 1979,
and the top 15 by spring of 1978," stated
Kriese.

(Continued from page 21)
anyone says, there is always going to be
that one recruit to eliminate Clemson
basketball as his choice because of its past
shady deals.
Fans are now wondering what happened
to the great one-season transition game, as
well as the good, tough Tiger defense. The
absence of a transition can be credited to
the zone defenses opponents have thrown
at the Tigers, thus cutting off the easy fast
break layup. And even when the situation
availed itself for an easy basket, the ball
would either be thrown out of bounds or
turned over various other ways.
The defense is another pain that Clemson has struggled with this season. Last
year, the defense had an intimidator, but
the absence of this figure has had a
negative effect on the Tiger defenders. At
times, the half-court zone press has looked
good, but this particular strategy has not
been used enough to benefit the Clemson
attack. Clemson played a good, tough
man-to-man Tuesday against State, but
with the patience of the Wolfpack, the
Tiger defense was worn down.
By playing 10-12 people a game, the
Tiger bench has become deep. But is this
plan robbing the Clemson attack of overall
effectiveness? The depth of the opposition
determines whether the Tiger bench will
be effective or if replacing players every
three minutes just breaks up the momentum of the game.
Coach Foster deserves credit for sticking with his system, even when the

pressure is on him to produce. The deepbench system is a good one because of the
experience given to the players. The
general team morale is increased, due to
everyone's contributing in the game. The
most effective use of a deep bench is when
the game is fast-paced and players can be
replaced without weakening the team.
Finally, after everyone has complained
about the losing team, a few individuals
turn around and point a crooked finger at
the fans and the student body of Clemson.
The fans are a part of the game but they
will not get involved unless the players
give their effort on the court.
- This winter has been a hangover for
Tiger fans since the football team had an
extended season. Because the football
team produced a winner, the fans expect
the basketball team and everyone else to
do the same.
Fan support will be dampened with
losses, but all the setbacks at home should
not be credited to the fans. It is difficult to
cheer for a team that is struggling, 25
points behind the opposition, with eight
minutes to play.
Tuesday night's effort could be the start
of a trail for a Tiger comeback and strong
conference finish. If Clemson can win a
few ACC games in a row they will have to
be reckoned with by tournament time. If
the finish is a poor one, then Tiger fans can
only hope that next year is kinder in the
fates and that maybe, just once, the ball
will bounce our way.

GUYS & DOLLS
HAIRSTYLING
FREE

We are continuing our offer of a FREE TUBE (6 OZ.) OF PH
BALANCED MOISTURIZING SHAMPOO to every person who
brings in this ad an gets a haircut. This is our way of showing
you our appreciation for the last two years. Thanks a lot!
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Placement Office Schedule
Date
Mon., Feb. 13

Company
M. Lowenstein & Sons
Uni royal
Pratt & Whitney
Cleveland Memorial Hospital
Georgia Tech
Electronic Data Systems

Tues. Feb. 14

Union Carbide (Nuclear Div)
Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Lab
Gold Kist
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
Texas Instruments

Wed., Feb. 15

Union Carbide:
Nuclear Division
Electronic Materials Div
American Cyanamid
Champion International Building Products Division
Texas Instruments

Thu.,Feb. 16

Morse Chain Borg-Warner Corporation
Diamond Shamrock
Owen-Corning
Collins & Aikman Corporation
Carrier Corporation
Saginaw Steering Gear Div

F

ri.,Feb. 17

Simons-Eastern
Midrex Corporations
Certainteed Products
Dan River Mills
Saginaw Steering Gear Djv

ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAY SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS

f

Interested In:
BS/Math(cpSc) - Entry level application programmers. COBOL would be beneficial.
BS/IM,TS, TT • Mgmt trainee positions
BS,MS/ChE, ME - Dsgn, test. & analysis positions
AA/BS-Nursing
BS/ECE for graduate school
BS/Acct, Econ, FM, Math, Math (CpSO • A Systems
Engineering Development Program
BS,MS/ChE, ECE, ME (Process dvlpmt, R&D, Maint.,
Production, Engr)
BS/Math (CpSO, ECE, ME, Engr Analysis
MS, PhD/ECE,ME, Engr Mech, Syst. Engr.
BS/AgEcon, AgMech & Bus, Agron, AnSc, Comm & Rural
Dvlpmt, Dairy Sc, Econ Biol, Food Sc, Hort, Poultry Sc
Anv degree for position leading to commission sales
BS,MS/Math ! CpSc >, ECE, ME & Engr Mech for Design
Development & Manufacturing position in TX & CA
See Tuesday
BS, MS/CrE, ChE, ECE, ME, Mat. Engr. for Process Engr
positions
BS/Chem,ChE; MS/ChE
BS/For Mgmt. Wood Utilization (Q. C. Technician)

a«'

I
X

"FOR THE BEST
HEAD IN TOWN'

1
8

See Tuesday
BS/AM, Econ. FM. IM, Geol & Physics, Math (CpSo.
Math, CE, ECE, ME, ET for Technical Sales Training
Program
BS/Text Chem, Text Sci & Technology
BS/IM, CrE, ChE. ME, ECE
MS, PhD/TC. Text Engr
BS/IM. TS, TT, ET - Management
BS/TC - dveing and finishing
BS/ECE, ME. ET - Sales Engr & Service Engr
Rising Seniors in EE, ME & ET for Summer Intern
positions
BS/EE wi inclination towards power distribution.
BS. MS/ChE. ME for 1 year training program
BS/Acct, IM. CrE, ChE. ME
BS/IM, TC, TS, TT, ME - Product Mgmt & Engr Dept
BS/IM, EE. ME, ET for Design (EE). Production (ME),
and Supervision < IM)

FOR MON. FEB. 13-FRI.. FEB. 17,1978

For more information on recruiting procedures come to the Placement Office or call

656-2151.

EDKEN

S*

PRODUCTS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

654-1902
CLEMSON SQUARE
HWY. 123-CLEMSON
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TIGER TO
GRAND OPENING"
Mon-Thurs Feb. 6th-9th

Bud Draft 20
Pitch
m

$1.00

AfID

ours 1PM- 1AM Mon-Fri
2noon-12midnight
ent 1.0. required

i
PRESENTS

CELEBRITY BALL
-P I . 00 cover on Thurs. with student ID
4>Z . 00 cover on Fri. and Sat.

Happy Hour 2-7:30 daily
and all night Wednesday
Next week, Feb. 9f 10, and 11

OCTOBER ROAD

ARCHIE BELL
ANDTHEDRELLS
Valentine's Day, Feb. 14
Admission:
With student ID: $3.00 advance
$4.00 at the door
without student ID: $4.00 advance
$5.00 at the door
Tickets go on sale Feb. 7 at 3:00 pm

Open Daily
for Lunch 11:30 ami: 30 pm
for Supper 5:00-8:30

